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Indicator of compromise (IoC) in computer
forensics is an artifact observed on a network
or in an operating system that, with high
confidence, indicates a computer intrusion.

Indicator
type
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বয্াংেক সাইবার আ�মেণর েচ�া �িতেরাধ
(ৈদিনক বাংলােদশ �িতিদন)
আিটর্েকল �কাশ – ৯ই েসে��র, ২০২০।
বাংলােদেশর �াংকগুেলােত সাইবার আ�মেণর েচ�া �িতেরাধ
করা হেয়েছ। স�িত িবগল বেয়জ নােম একিট সাইবার হয্াকার
�প আ�মেণর েচ�া কের। পের বাংলােদশ �াংক এ িবষেয় সব
�িত�ানেক সতকর্ কের িচিঠ েদয়। এই আ�মেণর েচ�া
বাংলােদশ সরকােরর কি�উটার ইনিসেড� েরসপ� িটম-সাট র্
�িতেরাধ
কের
িদেয়েছ।
�িত�ানিটর �ক� পিরচালক তােরক এম বরকতউ�াহ
গণমা�মেক জািনেয়েছন, একিট হয্াকার �প জািলয়ািত কের
অথ র্ �ানা�র এবং এিটএম েথেক নগদ অথ র্ সরােনার লে�য্
িব�জুেড় �াংকগুেলােত সাইবার হামলা চালাে� বেল স�িত
সতকর্ কেরিছল যু�রা�। ‘িবগল বেয়জ’ হয্াকার �প সাইবার
হামলার েয েচ�া কেরিছল, তা �থ র্ হেয়েছ। েদেশর িতনিট
ই�ারেনট েসবাদাতা �িত�ােনর েনটওয়ােকর্ হয্াকার �পিটর
�ালওয়ােরর অি�� পাওয়া িগেয়িছল।



হামলাকারীেদর ল�য্ িছল মূলত �াংক। বাংলােদশ �াংেকর
িনব র্াহী পিরচালক িসরাজুল ইসলাম বাংলােদশ �িতিদনেক
বেলন, সাইবার আ�মেণর িবষেয় বাংলােদশ �াংেকর নজের
িকছু পেড়িন। তেব কি�উটার কাউি�ল েথেক আমােদর এ
িবষেয় সতকর্ থাকার জ� বলা হেয়িছল। েস অনুযায়ী আমরা
�াংকগুেলােক সতকর্ কেরিছ।

‘Danger is over’: Bangladesh
'thwarts' cyber-heist bid by
North Korean hackers
(bdnwes24.com)
Published: 09 Sep 2020
Bangladesh has blocked a bid to steal money
from banks through cyber-attacks by a North
Korean group of hackers called the
“BeagleBoyz”, says the head of the
government’s Computer Incident Response
Team or CIRT. “There is nothing to be afraid of
now. The danger is over,” said Tarique M
Barkaullah, who
directs the CIRT.
The US had recently alerted the banks around
the world that the North Korean hackers were
trying to steal money through transfers and
cash withdrawals from ATMs.
Later, when the Bangladesh Bank warned
about the risk of cyber-attacks, the banks
limited online transactions in a move to ward
off the threats.
Malware of “BeagleBoyz” had been found in
three internet networks in Bangladesh,
Barkatullah told bdnews24.com on Tuesday.
“The attackers mainly targeted the banks
through the ISP networks. It has caused panic
among the bankers,” he said.
The hackers could not steal money from the
banks because the bankers took “proper”
cautionary steps under the supervision of
Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory
Commission, the CIRT director said.
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সাইবার িনরাপৎতায় িবিডসাটর্ (ৈদিনক সমকাল)
আিটর্েকল �কাশ – ১৪ই েসে��র, ২০২০।

েদেশর গুরু�পূণ র্ অবকাঠােমাগুেলার সাইবার িনরাপ�ায়
গেবষণা,

সম�ার

তাৎ�িণক

�ব�া

�হণ

ও

িদকিনেদ র্শনার মা�েম সাইবার িনরাপ�া িবধােন কাজ
কের যাে� ত� ও েযাগােযাগ �যুি� িবভাগ। সাইবার
িনরাপ�া িনি�ত করেত �াপন করা হেয়েছ িবিজিড ইগভন র্েম� কি�উটার ইনিসেড� েরসপ� িটম (সাট র্)।
িবে�র সে� তাল িমিলেয় িডিজটাল েদশ রূপা�েরর পেথ
এিগেয় যাে� বাংলােদশ। �িতিট েস�রই অনলাইন েসবার
আওতায় আসেছ। িডিজটাইেজশেনর পিরিধ বাড়ার সে�
সাইবার �াইেমর ঝুিঁ কও বাড়েছ। সাইবার িনরাপ�া যতই
হুমিকর স�ুখীন হে�, ততই িনরাপ�া েজারদার করেত
উেঠপেড় েলেগেছ সং�াগুেলা। িব�জুেড় অন� এক
আেলািচত িবষয় এখন সাইবার �াইম। েসই �াইম স�েকর্
সাইবার িনরাপ�া গেবষকরা সবাইেক সতকর্ করার পরও
েকােনা েকােনা �ি� ও �িত�ান িনেজেক র�া করেত
পারেছন না। সা�িতক বছরগুেলােত িবে� অেনক �িত�ান
সাইবার হামলার স�ুখীন হেয়েছ। গত মােসই উ�র
েকািরয়ার একিট হয্াকার �েপর বাংলােদেশর �াংকগুেলার
ওপর নতুন কের সাইবার হামলার আশ�ায় সতকর্তা জাির
কের েক�ীয় �াংক। এর ফেল অেনক �াংক অনলাইন
�াংিকং েসবা ও টাকা উে�ালন সীিমত কেরিছল। পূব র্
সতকর্তার ফেল এ যা�ায় হামলার ঝুিঁ ক কিমেয় আনা স�ব
হেয়েছ। শুধু আিথ র্ক �িত�ান নয়, জাতীয় ত�ভা�ার,
আইনশৃ�লা

র�াকারী

বািহনী,

গুরু�পূণ র্

অবকাঠােমাগুেলােত সাইবার িনরাপ�া �িট েদখা িদেল



গেবষণা,

সম�ার

তাৎ�িণক

�ব�া

�হণ

ও

িদকিনেদ র্শনার মা�েম সাইবার িনরাপ�া িবধােন
িনরলসভােব কাজ কের যাে� আইিসিট িবভাগ। এ িবভাগ
েথেক সাইবার িনরাপ�া িবধােনর জ� �াপন করা হেয়েছ
BGD e-GOV CIRT নােম কি�উটার ইনিসেড�
েরসপ� িটম।
সাট র্ �েজ� পিরচালক (অপােরশন) তােরক এম
বরকতউ�াহ বেলন, বাংলােদশ সরকােরর অনলাইন েসবা
ও কায র্�েমর পিরিধ অেনক বৃি� েপেয়েছ। িডিজটাল
বাংলােদশ পিরক�নার বা�বায়ন এবং জনগেণর
েদারেগাড়ায় িডিজটাল েসবা েপৗঁেছ িদেত কাজ করেছ
সরকার। বাংলােদশ �াংেক হয্ািকং আ�মেণর পরই মূলত
সাইবার িসিকউিরিটর িবষয়িট তাৎপয র্পূণ র্ হেয় ওেঠ। আমরা
গুরু�পূণ র্ অবকাঠােমার ত� িনরাপ�ার জ� কাজ করিছ।
অভয্�রীণ ও আ�জর্ািতক সাহা� সহেযািগতার িভি�েত
সাইবার িনরাপ�ার জ� আমােদর অপােরশন িটম িনরলস
কাজ কের যাে�। সােট র্র যা�া স�েকর্ িতিন বেলন, এক
িদেন এ রকম সাট র্ ৈতির করা স�ব নয়। ধীের ধীের কাজ ও
অিভ�তা অজর্ন কের এেগােত হেয়েছ। আমােদর সবাই
�িশ�ণ�া� এবং আ�জর্ািতকভােব �ীকৃত। আমােদর
কােজর মানও আ�জর্ািতকভােব সে�াষজনক, িক� সােট র্র
স�মতা ও পিরসর বাড়ােত আরও েলাকবল �েয়াজন।
হয্ািকংেয়র ঘটনা িদন িদন বৃি� পাে�, ফেল আমােদর
আরও স�মতা ও �র্িতেরাধ শি� বাড়ােত হেব। বতর্মােন
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আমরা শুধু ঢাকািভি�ক মিনটর করিছ। আশা করিছ,

েফাকাল পেয়� িহেসেব কাজ কের। িব� পিরম�েল

আগামী বছর নাগাদ েজলা পয র্ােয় সরকাির কায র্�ম মিনটর

পার�িরক সহেযািগতার মা�েম সম�া সমাধােন কাজ

শুরু করেত পারব। এটা করা েগেল তৃণমূল পয র্ােয়র

কের থােক।

কায র্�েম েকােনা ভাইরাস, আ�মণ আেছ িকনা, তা
মিনটিরং ও �েয়াজনীয় �ব�া �হেণ সহায়তা করেত
পারব। এখনও সীিমত আকাের েক�ীয়ভােব কাজ করিছ।

সােট র্র কী কাজ

আগামীেত এর পিরসর ও েলাকবল বাড়ােনা হেব।

সাইবার িনরাপ�া িবধােনর লে�য্ সােট র্র �াথিমক ল�য্ ও

ইেতামে� িবিভ� সরকাির সং�ার সাত শতািধক সদ�েক

উে�� হেলা �াশনাল ডাটা েস�ােরর (এনিডিস)

�িশ�ণ েদওয়া হেয়েছ। �মা�েয় িশি�ত তরুণ এবং যারা

অবকাঠােমা বজায় রাখা, এনিডিস �ািপত েসবাগুেলার

সাইবার িনরাপ�া সংি�� রেয়েছন, তােদরও �িশ�ণ

ঁ েবর
িনরাপ�া দুব র্লতা বা সাইবার ভালনােরিবিলিট খুেজ

েদওয়া হেব।

এবং সতকর্বাতর্া �দান করা। এ ছাড়া �াশনাল ডাটা
েস�ােরর েনটওয়াকর্ িনরাপ�া স�িকর্ত সে�হজনক

র্
পুিলশ ি�য়াের� স�েকর্ �কে�র সািটফাইং
অথিরিট

কায র্কলাপ িনরী�ণ ও �েয়াজনীয় �ব�া �হণ, �াশনাল

�ােনজার মীর েমাহা�দ নািহদুল হাসান বেলন, পুিলশ

ডাটা েস�াের �ািপত েসবা, পিরেষবাসমূহ যিদ সাইবার

ি�য়াের� িনেয় অেনেকরই িত� অিভ�তা রেয়েছ। আেগ

িনরাপ�াজিনত কারেণ �িত�� বা বাধা�� হয়, তাহেল তা

কেয়কিট ধাপ েপিরেয় েযখােন েসবািট �াহেকর কােছ

পুনরু�াের সহায়তা এবং িনয়�ণ �ব�া �হণ কের।

েপৗঁছােত �ায় িতন স�াহ েলেগ েযত, তা এখন মা� িতন-

অনুেরােধর িভি�েত এনিডিসর বাইের েহাি�ংকৃত

চার িদেন েদওয়া স�ব হে�। আগামীেত আরও কম সমেয়

ঁ
সরকােরর অ� ওেয়বসাইেটর িনরাপ�া দুব র্লতাও খুেজ

েসবািট েদওয়া যােব।

সতকর্তামূলক �ব�া �হেণ পরামশর্ �দান কের এ িটম।

সাট র্ কী
কি�উটার ইনিসেড� েরসপ� িটম (সাট র্) বাংলােদশ
সরকােরর অধীেন কি�উটার িসিকউিরিট ইনিসেড�স,
কায র্�ম �হণ, পয র্ােলাচনা, �িতি�য়া জানােনাসহ আরও
িকছু দািয়� পালনকারী �য্াটফমর্। গুরু�পূণ র্ অবকাঠােমার
ত� িনরাপ�ায় �িট েদখা িদেল গেবষণা, সম�ার
তাৎ�িণক �ব�া �হণ ও িদকিনেদ র্শনা �দান কের।
বাংলােদেশ সাইবার িনরাপ�ায় সরকাির িবিভ� ইউিনট,
ি�িটকয্াল ইনফরেমশন ইন�া�াকচার, আিথ র্ক সং�া,
আইন �েয়াগকারী সং�া, অয্াকােডিময়া ও িসিভল
েসাসাইিটর সে� কাজ করেছ। আ�জর্ািতক সংগঠন এবং
সাইবার িনরাপ�া কিমউিনিটর সে� একিট দৃঢ় স�কর্

সাইবার হামলার সতকর্বাতর্া
সাট র্ িবেশষ েস�র �বহার কের মিনটিরংেয়র মা�েম
গুরু�পূণ র্ িনিদ র্� ডাটা েস�াের েকােনা অনাকাি�ত
কায র্�ম ল�য্ করেল সতকর্তা ও পরবত� �ব�া �হণ কের
থােক। েয সংেকত আমরা পাই, েস অনুযায়ী �ব�া �হণ ও
আ�জর্ািতক সহেযািগতাও �হণ কের। একািধক ইউিনেটর
সম�েয় কায র্�ম পিরচািলত হয়। সাট র্ িটম েকােনা জিটল
সম�ার সমাধােন �থ র্ হেল আ�জর্ািতক সহেযািগতা �হেণ
সতকর্বাতর্া �দান কের। সািব র্ক সহেযািগতার িভি�
িবপদসংেকত েপেলই সাইবার িনরাপ�া িনি�েতর �ব�া
�হণ কের।

বজায় েরেখ আ�জর্ািতক সাইবার ইসুয্েত বাংলােদশ
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সাট র্ িটম
সাইবার েস�র, ির� অয্ােসসেম�, আইিট অিডট,
ইনিসেড� হয্া�িলং, িডিজটাল ফেরনিসক �াব, সাইবার
িজম, অয্াওয়ারেনস িবি�ং, সাইবার ের�, িসআইআইএস
এবং সাইবার ে�ট ইে�িলেজ� ইউিনট িমেল সাট র্ িটম
গিঠত। �িতিট িবভােগর কায র্�ম িনধ র্ািরত থাকেলও একিট
িটম িহেসেব পার�িরক েকা-অিড র্েনশেনর মা�েম
পিরচািলত হয়। িটেমর ৫২ জন �িশি�ত দ� কম�
িনরলসভােব কাজ কের চেলেছন সাইবার িনরাপ�া
িনি�েত।
সাট র্ �াবেরটির ও সাইবার িজম
ডাটা পুনরু�ার, �াইম শনা�করণ, কি�উটার েনটওয়াকর্
�ািফক মিনটর ও িবে�ষণ করা হয় �ােব। অপরােধর
সংেকত, �মাণািদ সং�হ, গেবষণা, তাৎ�িণক �ব�াসহ
সাইবার িনরাপ�াজিনত কায র্�ম পিরচািলত হয় সুরি�ত
েগাপন

�ােব।

কি�উটার

ফেরনিসক,

েমাবাইল

ফেরনিসক, ফেরনিসক সােপাট র্ সািভর্স এবং িডিজটাল
ফেরনিসক �িশ�ণ েদওয়া হয় এ ইউিনট েথেক। �াইেমর
ধরন অনুযায়ী এককভােব এবং �েয়াজেন অ� সং�ার
সে� সম�য় কের �িশ�ণ ও কায র্�ম পিরচালনা করা হয়।
আ�জর্ািতক অ�েন সাট র্
সাইবার িনরাপ�া িনি�ত করা অতয্� গুরু�পূণ র্ এবং জিটল
কাজ হওয়ায় এককভােব সব সম�া সমাধান স�ব হয় না।
ভারত, নরওেয়, েপা�া�সহ িবে�র ২০িটর অিধক সং�ার
সে� যু� হেয় পার�িরক সহেযািগতার িভি�েত েদেশিবেদেশ সাইবার িনরাপ�া িনেয় কাজ কের সাট র্।
আ�জর্ািতক সং�া এবং সাইবার িনরাপ�া কিমউিনিটর
সে� সম�য় ও স�কর্ বজায় েরেখ আ�জর্ািতক সাইবার
ইসুয্েত বাংলােদশ েফাকাল পেয়� িহেসেব কাজ কের।
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Cybersecurity monitoring and
incident response teams are a
must for every organisation and
regulator
Dr Vilius Benetis, CEO of NRD Cyber Security.

organized as well by humans using
professional and internationally accepted
methods of response, known as Computer
Incident Response Team Services (CSIRT
Services). The newest model from global
association of incident response teams
FIRST.org is presented below:

Intro
Cyber-attacks are growing in scope and
having harsher consequences: bigger money
is stolen, information is encrypted and
ransomed, business processes are stopped.
Such cyber-attacks became more localized
and adapted to specific technological
vulnerabilities and human weaknesses.
Cybercrime
is evolving
and
will
continue to
grow, until
we learn to
deal with it,
just as we
do
with
physical
crime.
What
methods
and ways
should be used to organize cybersecurity?

Cyberspace protection and
responsibilities
First, we know that protection of all assets –
physical and digital – is the responsibility of the
owner and senior management of the
organisation. Naturally, cybersecurity controls
should be implemented for all IT systems.
Cyber-attackers and cybercriminals are
humans, or national governments - as have
been observed in cybercrime in Bangladesh
over recent years, incident response must be



Specialized incident response centres
and teams
Currently there are very few cybersecurity and
globally recognised incident response teams
professionally working in Bangladesh. For
cybersecurity to work in the country, number
of such teams over next 3 years should
increase manyfold. Such teams typically are
named CSIRT, Security Operation Center (SOC),
Information Sharing and Analysis Center
(ISAC), and similar.
Some of these teams will be created covering
incident response and coordination needs in
sectors, such as Banking, Insurance, Energy,
Logistics, Aviation, Utilities. Some will be
hosting consolidated resources of region –
Dhaka City, Chittagong, etc. Most of them will
be hosted inside organisations to handle
cyber-attacks against own assets, and some –
will be running as Managed Security Service
Providers (MSSPs) – and will work as
outsourced SOCs.
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Bangladesh National CIRT along with BGD eGov CIRT are interested in such ecosystem of
CSIRTs and SOCs to develop in the country, and
for that reason over the last few years was
organising seminars and events encouraging
Banks, regulators, government organisations
as well as private businesses to build CSIRTs
and SOCs.
It is quite easy to build one by
following these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

capacity, maturity and others should be
considered in realising the true need. One way
of understanding what size and composition
team or centre the organization requires is to
answer a series of questions. Below is an
example of the different team composition
variations we at NRD Cyber Security have
developed based on most common practices
we have seen in the field:

Assessment for Readiness;
Design;
Implementation;
Operations and
Improvements.

First stage requires to clearly define
mandate:
authority
and
responsibilities of the CSIRT or SOC,
build rapport with stakeholders, get
commitment
to
approximate
budget and roadmap.
Second and third stages are focused on
designing and implementing mandate via
services model, defining processes and
procedures, working out organisational
structure, skills, implementing technologies,
tuning.
1.Assessment for
Readiness

1.Design

1.Implementation

1.Operations and
Improvement

Such teams will require at least 1 year to
become mature units. In this process
experienced consultants could be involved if
needed.

The signs of cybersecurity maturity
With the proliferation of advanced and highrisk cyber-attacks, sectoral cyber-incident
response teams have begun to emerge around
the world. Norwegians, South Koreans,
Italians, Sri Lankans, French have set up
dedicated CSIRTs for the Financial sector, and
Poland has teams dedicated to both the
Financial and Energy sectors. Egypt, Nigeria,
Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, India, Kenya,
Kuwait and many other countries are currently
developing their National Financial sector
CSIRT services. The most common reasons for
their creation are:

Each organization and sector are different and
have their own needs and requirements for
security. Hence, there is no ‘one solution fits
all’ scenario in establishing CSIRT or SOC and
factors, such as infrastructure, security team
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dissemination
and
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community in order to deal more
effectively and quickly with specific
cyber-attacks;
2) Willingness to adapt certain incident
response processes and technologies,
the development of resilience to
sector-specific challenges, in particular
the development of sectoral attacks;
3) Promoting good practices in sectorspecific
terminology
and
the
application of common cybersecurity
concepts
such as
responsible
vulnerability detection, vulnerability
management and common incident
management exercises.

Most often, such sectoral cybersecurity
centres are born in most sensitive and attacked
sectors - the Financial sector, the Energy
sector, the Health care system, the National
Defence and certain Manufacturing sectors
and Municipalities. The need often matures
when it is understood that the processes,
systems and protection of different sectors are
unique. For example, security measures for
hospital IT systems are different from online
banking or ATMs. Cybersecurity works well
when sectors are acting collectively: sharing
information about cyber-attacks, best
practices to protect their business processes
and automation technologies.

Bangladesh National CIRT along with
BGD e-Gov CIRT are interested in such
ecosystem of CSIRTs and SOCs to
develop in the country ..

Cyber Security support
For the past 5 years NRD Cyber Security has
successfully been partnering with BCC to
improve national cybersecurity capabilities in
Bangladesh. NRD Cyber Security establishes
cybersecurity capacity and enhances cyber
resilience for nations and organizations. The
company specializes in the establishment and
modernization of cybersecurity teams and
security operations centers as well as cyber
threat intelligence and managed security
services. Also, company’s experts actively
participate in international cybersecurity
community,
develop
and
improve
methodologies for strengthening cyber
resilience – FIRST.org CSIRT Services
Framework,
ITU
CSIRT
Establishment
Framework, ENISA’s Guidelines for CSIRT
establishment.
Dr. Vilius Benetis is reachable on Linkedin or
via NRD Bangladesh office to discuss CSIRT or
SOC establishment concerns or sharing
insights.
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Securing your work place from
cyber-attack and global best
practices
Md. Sabbir Hossain, Risk Analyst
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council
Recent cybercrime incidents have shown that
even government networks are not safe from
attack. In principle, these should be even
better secured than normal company
networks, but professional hackers have often
managed to penetrate these systems in the
past. The Bundestag was attacked in 2015.
Companies are increasingly becoming the
target of hackers against the backdrop of
industrial espionage. The previous measures
against these attacks are definitely not yet
adequate and preventive. The aim of every
company should be to act instead of react. In
most cases, companies are rigorously
surprised by attacks, if they even notice.
Against this background, firewalls only help to
protect one's own systems to a limited extent.
Because, above all, complex infrastructures
can only be protected with a great deal of
security, a large number of measures and
security-relevant technologies. The human
factor also plays an important role. Most
systems are connected to the Internet, where
employees have to answer emails or open
attachments.

Cyber-attacks are the de facto threat today.
The increasing volume of data and the
openness of the networks harbors dangers,
because everyone uses smartphones, tablets,
computers and other networked devices in
everyday business. All of these devices are
connected to the Internet and are therefore
potential gateways for attackers to break into
the entire company network. For the
management level, the question arises: what
threat scenarios are there, what damage can
be expected to your own organization and how
can companies protect themselves? With 220
million suspicious activities taking place on the
networks every day, according to NATO,
decision-makers often need even better
information about the threat and the types of
cyber-attacks.

At the moment, IT security has little perception
in companies. The high degree of networking
and the simultaneous exchange of companycritical data via the Internet offer cyber
criminals greater potential than ever
before. This is a big problem that companies
have to adapt to today and in the
future. Because, above all, data from the R&D,
marketing, human resources and finance
departments are in great demand. According
to this, cyber criminals are particularly
interested in customer and employee data,
balance sheets or even access to bank
accounts.
But what types of attacks do cyber criminals
attempt to get into company systems? A list of
the types of attacks is intended to give
company decision-makers an overview of
which attacks they should expect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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DDoS
Phishing
Botnet
Insider Threat
Malware
APT etc.
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These types of attack are defined by different
attack vectors and type families with which
cyber criminals attempt to break into company
networks or infrastructures. These attack
vectors are combinations of attack methods
and techniques that a cybercriminal can use to
gain access to IT systems.

These attack vectors include, for example,
spam attempts that are sent by means of
unwanted messages that are sent through
targeted and untargeted via e-mail or other
communication channels. In addition to
unwanted advertising information, these
messages primarily contain links to infected
websites or attachments. Against this
background, spam emails are also used for
phishing attacks.
In addition to the common spam e-mails, cyber
criminals try to locate weak points within the
company's servers primarily with targeted
attacks, because if systems are only equipped
with inadequate firewalls, it is often easy for
hackers.
Drive by exploit kits are also an important tool
used by cyber criminals. With this attack
vector, cyber criminals attempt to find security
gaps on a computer by means of automated
exploitation. Above all, users who are on a
website are observed. Without further user
interaction, the hacker tries to locate and
exploit weak points in the web browser, in
additional programs of the browser (plugins)



or in the operating system of the user in order
to implant malware unnoticed on the user's
computer.

If your own company has been the victim of an
attack, the specific extent of the damage
depends to a large extent on the technical and
organizational measures (TOMs) that have
been taken to prevent the attack either
preventively or detectively. Even if preventive
measures could not prevent the attack, in the
event of an attack detection measures and a
quick response from the security organization
can ensure that the damage is limited.
But what are the typical damages that
companies can expect as a result of a cyberattack?
In addition to the monetary aspects, in the
form of compensation and damage to the
company's image, industrial espionage is a
major issue. Accordingly, this can be selfdamage, in which the consequences of a cyberattack mean the failure of production or
services and thus high costs result from
impairments or production interruptions.
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In addition, damage to the company's image or
reputation is a problem. In the event of an
attack, companies often lose a good reputation
with customers and may have to plan new
budget for advertising campaigns in order to
polish their image again.
As a rule, companies also have to pay
compensation if they breached their legal or
contractual obligations towards third parties
as a result of an attack. These compensation
payments can turn out to be very high,
especially for systems and infrastructures that
store a large amount of business-critical data.
The general best practices for companies
include a large number of preventives,
detective and reactive TOMs that know how to
prevent infection from cyber-attacks or
minimize the risk of attacks. These measures
are particularly up-to-date given the number
of targeted threat scenarios.

various patch management applications that
run on client systems can protect against driveby attacks. The secure use of web servers also
significantly reduces the attack surface.
In addition, preventive measures include
sophisticated data security concepts and
backups that still ensure the availability of the
data in the event of an attack.
Raising employees' awareness plays another
important role. Awareness can be created
through training courses and campaigns and
your own employees know how to take care of
IT security and what to do in the event of a
spam email or a social engineer attack.
In addition, secure administrator accounts, a
precise definition of data types that may be
stored on servers, and firewalls also serve to
protect against infections.
In addition to preventive measures, detection
measures (e.g. intrusion detection with
automatic notification of the relevant people)
may also be necessary in order to, in the event
of an attack, evaluate log data that can
determine the size of the attack and also
identify ways in which these attacks are the
company arrived.
Regular network monitoring can also check the
interfaces between the server and the gateway
and block possible attacks.

Preventive measures primarily serve to protect
one's own systems and infrastructures from
the attack vectors mentioned above. This
includes protective measures for client
systems that prohibit the execution of script
files and guarantee protection on mail servers,
through blocking or quarantine. In addition,



However, in the event of an attack that
circumvented all preventive measures, the
security organization should act quickly. These
can be various technologies, the primary goal
of which is to prevent damage, to guarantee
the isolation of the infrastructures and systems
and to ensure normal operation. It should be
noted that a combination of preventive and
reactive measures ensure that the attacked
systems withstand. So no “either / or decision”
- but only through this combination a high level
of security arises within the company, which
detects attacks and reacts quickly in the event
of an attack in which preventive measures
have been circumvented and tries to neutralize
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attacks and also quickly generates a report /
Can send log to your own security
organization These technologies can be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identity Access Management
Antivirus
Anti-malware and spyware
Intrusion detection and prevention
Next generation firewall
Security information and event
management
Mobile device management
Vulnerability Management
Web application firewall
DDoS protection
Device control
Data loss prevention
Encryption
Anti-spam
Web filtering

A large number of IT decision-makers and
CISOs do not yet know which strategy is the
right one to counter cyberattacks or which
measures and technologies are to be used
against them. In order to advance the mindset
and the IT security concept in the company, IT
security and data protection should be
practiced from the ground up and the risk of
cyber-attacks should be minimized at every
workplace and taken into account in the
system design. Whenever new systems are
built, think about security and data protection
right from the start (security by design, privacy
by design). Thus, infrastructures are given a
certain security impact from the ground
up. Against this background, external service

Another measure against cyber-attacks can
also be as a company to commission the
hackers to attack their systems. The aim of the
company's own hackers is to find the gaps in
the systems before others can exploit
them. Various service providers offer their
resources in this context and support
companies in closing the security gaps. For
years, many companies lacked the awareness
and competence to react appropriately to the
threat from the Internet.

providers in particular can support companies
with their expertise and stand by as sparring
partners.

Writer Bio: A security professional with over
9 years of experience in security consultation,
security design, Framework Design, Policy
Making, project development and execution,
integration of various technologies, lawful
interception system, OSINT, Digital Forensics,
Cell interrogation & active tracking system,
critical infrastructure security, tactical &
intelligence

solutions.

He

is

currently

employed in BGD e-GOV CIRT (Bangladesh
National CERT) as well as pursuing his
Masters Degree from University of Ottawa.
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িজেমইল এ টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন (2Step Verification) চালু করেবন
িকভােব
Mohammad Ariful Islam, Information Security
Specialist
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council

ইেমইল �বহার কের �ততম সমেয়র মে� আমরা
গুর�পূণ র্ ত� এেক অপেরর কােছ েপৗেছ িদেত পাির।
শুধু ত�ই নয়, ইেমইল একাউ� �বহার কের আমরা
িবিভ� েসা�াল িমিডয়ােত (েযমনঃ েফসবুক, টুইটার,
িলংকডইন ইতয্ািদ) একাউ� ৈতির ও �বহার কির।
পরবত�েত যিদ েকউ েসা�াল িমিডয়ার পাসওয়াড র্ ভুেল
যায় তেব েয ইেমইল আইিড �বহার কের একাউ�
েখালা হেয়িছেলা েসখােন পাসওয়াড র্ পিরবতর্ন করার
িলংক পাঠােনা হয়। এই িলংেকর মা�েম নতুন
পাসওয়াড র্ েসট করা যায়।

িব��াপী সাইবার আ�মণ িদন িদন েবেড়ই চেলেছ।
িডিজটাল �াটফমর্ এ কােজর ে�ে� সাবধানতা
অবল�ন না করেল আমরাও সাইবার আ�মেণর
িশকার হেত পাির। তাই ইেমইল একাউে� শুধু
পাসওয়াড র্ �বহার কেরই িনরাপ�া িনি�ত করা যােব
না। এর সােথ ি�তীয় �েরর িনরাপ�া িহেসেব ২-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চালু করেত হেব।

িনরাপ�ার অংশ িহেসেব আপনার কােছ েভিরিফেকশন
েকাড (verification code) পাঠােনা হেব।
এই েকাড �বহার কের আপিন সফলভােব আপনার
একাউে� লগইন করেত পারেবন। এই েভিরিফেকশন
েকাড আপনার েমাবাইেল পাঠােনা হেত পাের অথবা
আপিন যিদ েকান অেথনিটেকটর অয্াপ
(Authenticator app) �বহার কেরন
তাহেল েসই অয্াপ েথেক েকাড িনেয় �বহার করেত
পােরন।

টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন চালু করার জ� েবশ কেয়কিট
অপশন আেছ। এর মে� বহুল �বহৃত হে� ভেয়স
অথবা েট�ট েমেসজ (Voice or text
message) এর মা�েম ২-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন।
এই অপশন চালু করেল আপনার েমাবাইল ন�ের
েভিরিফেকশন েকাড পাঠােনা হেব। এই েভিরিফেকশন
েকাড �বহার কের আপিন একাউে� লগইন করেত
পারেবন।

গুগেলর জনি�য় ইেমইল েসবা িজেমইল এ িকভােব
ভেয়স অথবা েট�ট েমেসজ (Voice or text
message) এর মা�েম টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন
চালু করেবন েস িবষেয় িব�ািরত ধােপ ধােপ
আেলাচনা করা হেলা।
টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন চালু কের ইেমইল একাউে�
�েবেশর জ� পাসওয়ােড র্র েদয়ার পর ি�তীয় �েরর
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ধাপ ১
১.১ েয একাউে� টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চালু করেবন
তােত লগইন করুন। লগইন
করেত িনে�র িলংক িভিজট
করুন।
https://accounts.google.com

১.২ একাউে�র নাম িলেখ
Next ি�ক করুন।

এরপর পাসওয়াড র্ টাইপ কের
Next ি�ক করুন।

সফলভােব লগইন হেল এই
েপইজ েদখেত পােবন। এখান
েথেক আপনার একাউে�র
সুর�া �দান, ত� পিরবতর্ন
এবং একাউ� স�িকর্ত
আরও অ�া� কাজ করেত
পারেবন।
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ধাপ ২
২.১ টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চালু
করেত Security েমনু েত
ি�ক করুন।
১.২

এরপর 2-Step
Verification এ ি�ক
করুন।

এই েপইেজ টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন স�েকর্
জানেত পারেবন। GET
STARTED এ ি�ক
করুন।
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েযেহতু টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন আপনার একাউে�র অিধকতর িনরাপ�া িনি�ত কের তাই এ
পয র্ােয় পুনরায় ইেমইেলর পাসওয়াড র্ িদেত হেব। একাউে�র �বহারকারী আসল িকনা তা পরী�া
করার জ�ই গুগল ি�তীয়বার পাসওয়াড র্ চায়।
অেনক ে�ে� �বহারকারীরা তােদর কি�উটাের িজেমইল একাউ� �াউজাের খুেল রােখ।
সাইবার অপরাধীরা যােত �বহারকারীর একাউে�র িনয়�ণ (েযমনঃ পাসওয়াড র্ পিরবতর্ন, টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চালু ইতয্ািদ) িনেত না পাের তার জ�ই এই সুর�া �ব�া।
পুনরায় ইেমইেলর পাসওয়াড র্
িলেখ Next এ ি�ক করুন।

এখােন আমরা েমাবাইল
েফােনর ভেয়স অথবা েট�ট
েমেসজ (Voice or text
message) এর মা�েম
এই টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন চালু
করেবা। এখন েয েমাবাইল
ন�ের আপিন েভিরিফেকশন
েকাড েপেত চান েসই েমাবাইল
ন�র িলখেত হেব।

�থেম েদশ িনব র্াচন করুন এবং েমাবাইল ন�র িলখুন। এরপর
Text message িনব র্াচন কের Next এ ি�ক করুন।
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গুগল েথেক আপনার েমাবাইেল একিট
েভিরিফেকশন েকাড এসএমএস
(SMS) এর মা�েম পাঠােনা হেব।
উ� েভিরিফেকশন েকাড িলেখ Next
এ ি�ক করুন।

েভিরিফেকশন েকাড সিঠক হেল আপিন
িনে�া� েপইজ েদখেত পােবন েযখােন
জানেত চাওয়া হেব আপিন টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চালু করেত চান িকনা?
চালু করেত TURN ON এ ি�ক

আপনার একাউে� টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চালু আেছ। এখন েথেক
একাউে� পাসওয়াড র্ িদেয় লগইন এর
সময় আপনার েমাবাইেল একিট
েভিরিফেকশন েকাড পাঠােনা হেব
এবং েভিরিফেকশন সফল হেলই
েকবল আপিন একাউে� �েবশ করেত
পারেবন।
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ধাপ ৩
একাউ� েথেক সাইন আউট
(Sign out) করুন। সাইন
আউট করেত �থেম
িনেদ র্িশত আইকেন ি�ক
করুন এবং তারপর Sign
out এ ি�ক করুন।

Sign out এ ি�ক করেল
িনেচর েপইজিট েদখেত পােবন।

ধাপ ৪
টু-ে�প েভিরিফেকশন
পরী�া করার জ� পুনরায়
একাউে� লগইন করুন।
লগইন করেত আপনার
একাউে� ি�ক করুন।
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এরপর পাসওয়াড র্ টাইপ কের
Next ি�ক করুন।

গুগল হেত আপিন আপনার
েমাবাইেল েভিরিফেকশন
েকাড পােবন।

গুগল হেত আপনার েমাবাইেল েয
েভিরিফেকশন েকাড পাঠােনা হেয়েছ
তা িলেখ Next এ ি�ক করুন।
Don’t ask again on this
computer েচক বে� িটক িচ�
েদয়া থাকেল তা আনেচক
(uncheck) করুন। যিদ আপিন
এই বে� িটক িচ� সহ Next ি�ক
কেরন তাহেল এই একাউে�র জ� এই
কি�উটাের পরবত�েত টু-ে�প
েভিরিফেকশন চাইেব না। শুধু
পাসওয়াড র্ িদেলই একাউে� লগইন
করা যােব।
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সফলভােব লগইন হেল িনে�া�
েপইজ েদখেত পােবন।

িজেমইল এ �েবশ করেত
িনেদ র্িশত আইকেন ি�ক কের
Gmail এ ি�ক করুন।

িজেমইল এ �েবশ
করেল আপিন
আপনার ইেমইলসমূহ
েদখেত পােবন।
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a large security or IT department.
However, PCI DSS mostly calls for good,

এছাড়াও আপিন িনেচর িলংক �বহার
কের সরাসির িজেমইল এ লগইন করেত
পারেবন।

basic security. Even if there was no
requirement for PCI DSS compliance, the
best practices for security contained in the

https://mail.google.com

standard are steps that every business
would want to take anyway to protect
সাইবার আ�মণ হেত িনরাপদ থাকেত সতকর্তা

sensitive

�রুপ আপনার ইেমইল একাউে�র পাসওয়াড র্

operations.

িনয়িমত িবরিতেত পিরবতর্ন করুন এবং �িতবার

data

and

continuity

of

িভ� িভ� পাসওয়াড র্ েসট করুন।

Here, basics of PCIDSS requirements and

িবিজিড ই-গভ সাট র্

highlighting of few those requirements are
now a days
followed by
most small,

Simplifying PCI DSS (Payment
Card Industry Data Security
Standard)

Muhammad Moinul Hossain, IT Auditor
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council

medium or large IT organization or
business organizations.

Write-up objectives


Foreword



The aim of this write-up is to assist
organizations

that

store,

process,

communicate or otherwise handle credit
or debit card data in understanding; how
the PCI DSS applies to them; and what the
requirements of the standard are. One of





the myth about PCIDSS “PCI DSS is too
hard”. Understanding and implementing



the 12 requirements of PCI DSS can seem
daunting; especially for merchants without
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Highlighted few important
requirements to understand
the framework more easily.
Typical payment card risks
faced by organizations and
basic knowledge to address few
basic risk.
Golden rules for protecting
cardholder data.
Scope and structure of the PCI
DSS.
The importance of segmenting
the CDE (Cardholder Data
Environment).
The 12 high level requirements
of PCI DSS.
Interfacing with ISO/IEC 27001.
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Sub-requirement 1

Sub-requirement 2

Sub-requirement 3

Sub-requirement 4

Sub-requirement 5

Router & Firewall

Review of
configuration rule(s)
sets at least every
six months

Always change ALL
vendor-supplied
defaults and
remove or disable
unnecessary default
accounts

Follow Change
Process

Maintain Network
Diagram specially
Cardholder Data
Environment (CDE)
and data flow across
system

Establish Role &
Responsibility Matrix

Do Not Use Vendor
Supplied default
Password

Change
defaults/remove
unnecessary
default accounts

Develop
configuration
standards

Use strong
cryptography

Maintain an
inventory

Protect stored
cardholder data

Limit cardholder
data
storage and
retention time

Do not store
sensitive
data after
authorization

Mask PAN (Primary
account number)
when displayed. the
first six and last four
digits are the
maximum number

Do not store the
personal
identification
number (PIN)

Encrypt
transmission of
cardholder data

Use Strong
cryptography and
security protocols:

Never send
unprotected PANs
by end-user

The use of WEP, SSL
as a security control
is prohibited

ASV (Approved
Scanning Vendor)
Quarterly (3)
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Do not store the
card verification
code (three-digit or
four-digit number
printed on the front
or back of a
payment card used
to verify, after
authorization.
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Sub-requirement 1

Sub-requirement 2

across open, public
networks

Only trusted keys
and certificates are
accepted

messaging
technologies (for
example, e-mail,
instant messaging,
SMS, chat, etc.).

Protect all systems
against malware
and regularly
update anti-virus
software or
programs

Deploy anti-virus
software on all
systems
(particularly
personal computers
and servers)

Ensure that antivirus programs are
capable of
detecting,
removing, and
protecting

Sub-requirement 3

Sub-requirement 4

Sub-requirement 5

All anti-virus
mechanisms Are
kept current

Generate audit logs
which are retained
per PCI DSS
Requirement 10

Ensure that antivirus mechanisms
are actively running
and cannot be
disabled or altered
by users.
Develop applications
based on secure
coding guidelines
(for example, the
OWASP Guide, SANS
CWE Top 25, CERT
Secure Coding, etc.)

Develop and
maintain secure
systems and
applications

Establish process to
identify security
vulnerabilities

Protect system and
software from
vulnerabilities

Critical Security
Patches apply
within 1 Month

Follow change
control processes
and procedures

Restrict access to
cardholder data by
business need to
know

Level of privilege
required (for
example, user,
administrator, etc.)

Access control
system(s) that
restricts access
based on a user’s

Level of privilege
required (for
example, user,
administrator, etc.)

Restrict access to
privileged user IDs
to least privileges
necessary to
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Sub-requirement 1

Sub-requirement 2

Sub-requirement 3

Sub-requirement 4

for accessing
resources

need to know, and
is set to “deny all”
unless specifically
allowed

for accessing
resources

perform job
responsibilities.

If a session has been
idle for more than
15 minutes, require
the user to reauthenticate to reactivate the
terminal or session.

Set the lockout
duration to a
minimum of 30
minutes. Change
user
passwords/passphra
ses at least once
every 90 days.

Maintain strict
control over the
storage and
accessibility of
media

CCTV data need to
retain 3 month

Identify and
authenticate access
to system
components

Remove/disable
inactive user
accounts within 90
days.

Immediately revoke
access for any
terminated users.
Failed attempt (Lock
user) =6

All users a unique
ID.
Passwords/phrases
must meet the
following:
1. Minimum length
of at least seven (7)
characters.
2. Contain both
numeric and
alphabetic
characters

Restrict physical
access to
cardholder data

Use appropriate
facility entry
controls to limit and
monitor physical
access

Video cameras or
access control
mechanisms (or
both) to monitor
sensitive areas

Classify media so
the sensitivity of the
data can be
determined.
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Sub-requirement 1

Track and Monitor
all access to
network resources
and cardholder data



Protect audit trail
files from
unauthorized
modifications

Sub-requirement 2

Sub-requirement 3

Sub-requirement 4

Sub-requirement 5

Promptly back up
audit trail files to a
centralized log
server or media that
is difficult to alter

Review at least
daily: 1. All security
events
2. Logs of all
systems that store,
process, or transmit
CHD and/or SAD
3. Logs of all critical
system

Retain audit trail
history for at least
one year, with a
minimum of three
months available for
analysis

Follow up
exceptions and
anomalies identified
during the review
process

Penetration testing
at least annually
and after any
significant
infrastructure or
application upgrade

Wireless: 3 Month
log check

Service Provider
activity monitoring
Annually

Monitor and control
all access to data

Regularly test
security
systems and
processes

Perform quarterly
internal
vulnerability scans

Run internal and
external network
vulnerability scans
at least quarterly

Quarterly external
vulnerability scans
must be performed
by an Approved
Scanning Vendor
(ASV)

Maintain a policy
that
addresses
information
security for all
personnel

Establish, publish,
maintain, and
disseminate a
security policy

Review the security
policy at least
annually

Implement a riskassessment process
at least annually
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conditioning, fire suppression) and various

Data Center Security
Shariful Islam, Data Center (DC) Operations
Manager
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council

Data center is used to store own or third party
services and data within server and dedicated
storage

industrial-scale operation using as much
electricity as a small town.
Data Center Security

Introduction

data

security devices. A large data center is an

facility.

To

ensure

the

Confidentiality, Integrity and Accessibility (C, I,
A) of these services and data, securing one’s
data center is crucial.

Data center security is the set of policies,
precautions and practices adopted to avoid
unauthorized access and manipulation of a
data center's resources. The data center
houses the enterprise applications and data,
hence why providing a proper security system
is critical. Denial of service (DoS), theft of
confidential information, data alteration, and
data loss are some of the common security
problems afflicting data center environments.
According to the Cost of a Data Breach Survey,
in which 49 U.S. companies in 14 different
industry sectors participated, they noticed
that:
•

39% of companies say negligence was the
primary cause of data breaches

•

Data Center

37 percent of total breaches.

According to the New York Times, Data Center

•

is a building, dedicated space within a building,
or a group of buildings used to house computer
systems and associated components, such as
telecommunications and storage systems.
Since IT operations are crucial for business
continuity, it generally includes redundant or
backup components and infrastructure for
power

supply,

data

communication

connections, environmental controls (e.g. air


Malicious or criminal attacks account for
The average cost of a breach is $5.5
million.

Security Challenges
Security controls for Data Centers are
becoming a huge challenge due to increasing
numbers of devices and equipment being
added. These increased challenges can be
handled by proper following ISMS standards
stated in ISO 27001:2013 and other industry
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standard. To help the data center professionals

•

Configuration flaws such as usage of

proper

default credentials, elements not properly

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of

configured, known vulnerabilities, out of

data stored in their Data Center, Information

date systems, etc.

of

Bangladesh

to

maintain

and Communication Technology Division has

•

Ineffective security design

published Data Center Guideline, 2020 with

•

Ineffective implementation of redundancy
for critical systems

the help of BGD e-GOV CIRT.
•

Vulnerability and Attack

environmental controls, etc.

Data theft is always a concern among cyber
security professionals. With the rise of cloud
computing across cyber land scape, the
quantity of stored data has increased in
various

data

center.

Ineffective physical access control/lack of

Following

security

concerns has been plagued data center
operators and cyber security professionals in

Based on the list of risks identified, each risk
shall be mapped to security controls, that can
be chosen from ISO 27001 (Annex A controls)
or

security

local/international

controls

from

information

other
security

standards.
There are various types of the controls that can

recent decade.

be implemented to mitigate identified risks,

Threats

but this article will focus only on physical

The following are examples of the most

controls and virtual/network controls.

common threats to Data Centers:
•

Breach of confidential information

•

Denial of Service (DoS) Attack

•

Unauthorized

access

and

usage

of

computing resources
•

Identity theft

•

Data theft or alteration

Vulnerabilities
The most common weaknesses in Data Centers

Common Attacks

are related to the following areas:

In this section we are going to discuss some

•

The flaws in the implementation of things

common data center attacks briefly.

like

•

software

and

protocols,

wrong

software design or incomplete testing, etc.
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Scanning or Probing: One example of a
probe- or scan-based attack is a port scan -
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whereby "requests to a range of server

account to access to restricted resources

port addresses on a host" are used, to find

using a valid account or a backdoor.

"an active port" and then cause harm via

•

Eavesdropping:

Etymologically,

"a known vulnerability of that service."

Eavesdropping means secretly listen to a

This

conversation. In the networking field, it is

reconnaissance

activity

often

precedes an attack; its goal is to gain

an

unauthorized

interception

of

access by discovering information about a

information (usernames, passwords) that

system or network.

travels on the network. User logons are the
most common signals sought.
•

Viruses and Worms: These are malicious
code that, when executed produce
undesired

results.

Worms

are

self-

replicating malware, whereas viruses,
which also can replicate, need some kind
of human action to cause damage.
•

DoS (Denial of service): A denial-of-service

•

of attack targets the critical components of

attack occurs when legitimate users are

the Internet infrastructure rather than

unable to access information systems,
devices, or other network resources due to
the actions of a malicious cyber threat

individual systems or networks.
•

limited resources such as bandwidth, CPU

systems have to communicate.
•

session established between a target and a

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS): This

trusted host. The attacker intercepts the

kind of attack is a particular case of DoS

session and makes the target believe it is

where a large number of systems are
compromised and used as source or traffic
on a synchronized attack. In this kind of

communicating with the trusted host.
•

attack, the hacker does not use only one IP
address but thousands of them.
•

Session Hijacking also known as cookie
hijacking: Consists of stealing a legitimate

cycles, and memory blocks.
•

Trust Exploitation: These attacks exploit
the trust relationships that computer

actor. This type of attack generates a large
volume of data to deliberately consume

Internet Infrastructure Attacks: This kind

Unauthorized Access: When someone
other than an account owner uses

Buffer Overflow Attacks: When a program
allocates memory buffer space beyond
what it had reserved, it results in memory
corruption affecting the data stored in the
memory areas that were overflowed.

privileges associated to a compromised
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•

Layer 2 Attacks: This type of attack exploit

applied where a need for information

the vulnerabilities of data link layer

protection exists. The standard addresses

protocols and their implementations on

IT security managers.
3. ISO/IEC/BDS

27006:

SQL injection: Also known as code

illustrates

requirements

injection, this is where input to a data-

providing audits and certifications of

entry forms, due to incomplete data

information

validation, allows entering harmful input

systems.

layer 2 switching platforms.
•

that causes harmful instructions to be

This

security

standard

for

bodies

management

4. The Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards (PCI DSS): PCI DSS facilitates the

executed.

broad adoption of consistent data security

Data Center Security Standards

measures globally. PCI DSS provides a

To maintain proper Confidentiality, Integrity

baseline of technical and operational

and Availability of data stored in Data Center,

requirements designed to protect account

Data Center Guideline, 2020 has stated

data. PCI DSS applies to all entities

following security standard as good practice.

involved in payment card processing—

1. ISO/IEC/BDS

including

27001:

This

standard

processors,

requirement

acquirers, issuers, and service providers.

concerning the ISMS in an organization

PCI DSS also applies to all other entities

(Organization or public authority). It

that store, process or transmit cardholder

emerged from the British standard BS

data (CHD) and/or sensitive authentication

7799-2. Its objective is to specify the

data (SAD). Data Centers should consider

requirements for ISMS in a process

PCI DSS if its operations involve Banking

approach.

and Financial systems and data.

describes

the

The

basic

standard

primarily

addresses organization’s management and

5. ISO/IEC/BDS 27033: The objective of this

IT security managers, and secondarily

standard is to focus on IT network security

implementation managers, technicians

by specifying detailed guidelines aimed at

and

different

administrators.

The

ISMS

target

groups

within

an

implementation can be audited by internal

organization. It includes security aspects in

and external auditors.

the handling, maintenance and operation

2. ISO/IEC/BDS 27002: This is a guide to



merchants,

of IT networks plus their external

information security management. The

connections.

standard emerged from the British BS

•

The standard comprises five parts:

7799-1. Basically, this standard is to be

•

Guidelines for network security
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•
•

Guidelines

for

the

design

and

everything ranging from natural disasters to

implementation of network security

corporate espionage to terrorist attacks.

Securing communications between

Examples of physical security controls

networks using Security Gateways

include the following:

•

Remote access

•

Securing communications between
networks

using

Virtual

•

Secure Site selection by considering
location factors like networking services,

Private

proximity

Networks (VPN)

to

power

telecommunications

grids,

infrastructure,

ensured

transportation lines and emergency

information security of data stored in cloud

services, geological risks and climate,

this security standard should be followed.

etc.

6.

ISO/IEC/BDS

27017:

To

•

Natural disaster risk-free locations or
Disaster Recovery site

•

Physical Access Control with antitailgating/anti-pass-back turnstile gate
which permits only one person to pass
through after authentication

•

Single entry point into the facility

•

Additional physical access restriction to
private racks

•

CCTV camera surveillance with video
retention as per organization policy

•

Security Controls and Risk Assessment

Operations Center (NOC) Services and

In ISO/IEC/BDS 27001 standard, there are 10
clauses and 14 controls. Physical and network
security control and the role of risk assessment
are stated below.

technical team
•

Regular maintenance of hardware in use

•

Monitoring access control/activities

•

Air conditioning and indirect cooling to

Physical security controls

control the temperature and humidity

The physical security of a Data Center is the
set of protocols that prevent any kind of
physical damage to the systems that store
the organization’s critical data. The selected
security controls should be able to handle



24×7 on-site security guards, Network
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•

Monitoring

of

temperature

and

humidity
•

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

•

Smoke detectors to provide early
warning of a fire at its incipient stage
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•

•

Fire protection systems, including fire

set

extinguishers.

prevention of password reuse

Preferably

the

fire

up

of

scheduled

expirations,

prevention shall be with zoned dry-pipe

•

Role Based Access Control

sprinkler

•

AD (Active Directory)/LDAP (Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol) integration

Cabling Security including raised floor
cabling, for security reasons and to avoid

•

addresses

the addition of cooling systems above
•

the racks

Controls based on IP (Internet Protocol)
Encryption of the session ID cookies in
order to identify each unique user

Network security controls
Virtual security or network security are

•

Dual factor authentication

•

Frequent third party VAPT (Vulnerability

measures put in place to prevent any
unauthorized access that will affect the

and Penetration Testing)
•

confidentiality, integrity or availability of

Malware prevention through firewalls and
other network devices

data stored on servers or computing devices.
Network security is quite difficult to handle
as there are multiple ways to compromise
the network of an organization. The biggest
challenge of network security is that
methods of hacking or network attacks
evolve year after year. For example, a hacker
may decide to use a malware, or malicious
software, to bypass the various firewalls and

Risk assessment

gain access to the organization’s critical

According to ISO/IEC/BDS 27001, it is

information.

important to conduct a risk assessment and

Virtual

attacks

can

be

prevented by using the below techniques:
•

Encryption for web applications, files and
databases

•

Audit Logs of all user activities and
monitoring the same

•

Best Practices for password security.
Usage of strong passwords and secure
usernames which are encrypted via 256bit SSL, and not storing them in plain text,



implement appropriate security controls in
order to achieve compliance to ISO 27001,
ensuring a secure Data Center. The IT
infrastructure of any organization is mainly
dependent on the hardware (like servers,
storage, etc.) which is in the Data Center. This
means

that,

whenever

an

organization

implements ISO 27001 or other information
security standards, the organization needs to
consider the risk assessment for the Data
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Center to fully protect the data. If you looking
forward to do a third party risk assessment of
your Data Center, BGD e-GOV CIRT is happy to
help you out.
Conclusion

Fileless Malware: An Emerging
Threat
Mukul Ahmed, Incident Handler (Cyber
Sensor)
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council
Introduction

In modern world, data center has become an
integral part for centralized storage of huge
amount of data and information. Most services
are nowadays cloud based and cloud based
solutions are increasing every day. New type of
services provided by data center operations
like SaaS, PaaS and IaaS have increased
dependency on data center hugely. This
booming business and changed landscape has
made cyber-attack on data center more
frequent. So data center security should be
every data center operator’s top priority.

Fileless malware attack is on the rise, and it’s
one of the foremost important digital
infiltration threats to companies, according to
Symantec’s 2019 Internet Security Threat
Report. The magnitude of this threat is usually
seen within the Report’s finding that malicious
PowerShell scripts — one of the key
components of fileless malware attacks —
increased quite 1,000 percent in 2018 and
accounted for 89 percent of fileless malware
attacks

[1]

. As of carbon black recently

interviewed over 400 security researchers who
discussed non-malware attacks, AI (AI) and
machine learning (ML), among other topics.
supported this, 64 percent said that their
companies are experiencing an increasing
number of fileless malware attacks, 93 percent
consider fileless

malware

attacks

more

threatening than traditional malware and 62
percent of fileless malware attacks target
customer data.[2]
As of carbon black report, utmost common
sorts of fileless attacks were:

24%
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Logins

41%

WMI-based
attacks
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device, the payload is handled in memory and
nearly naught touches the disk at all. For

39%

In-memory
attacks

34%

PowerShellbased
attacks

instance, EternalBlue is a cyberattack exploit
developed by the U.S. National Security
Agency (NSA) and was leaked by the Shadow
Brokers hacker group on April 14, 2017, one
month when Microsoft released patches for

Figure 1.1: Statistics of Different type of

the vulnerability. These are truly the most

Fileless Malware Attack. Image Source:

advanced attacks out there, but most of the

VMware Carbon Black

attacks that get called fileless don't belong in

In addition to going after customer data,
fileless malware attacks mostly targeted
corporate IP (53%), credentials (42%), and
financial data (41%). Over half fileless malware
attacks

were

designed

for

service

disruption.[1]
Categorization of Fileless Attack
To demystify the term, the Microsoft Defender
threat analysis team started categorising

this group.

fileless attacks based on how they get onto a
PC and where they're hosted. There are more
than a dozen combinations of those 'entry

Figure 2.1: Categorization of Fileless Attack.
Image Source: Microsoft

points' and malware hosts getting used for
fileless attacks -- a number of that are very

Type two attacks do use files, but indirectly, in

sophisticated and are seldom used for targeted

order that they still count as fileless. Think of

attacks, and a few of that have been

scripts getting used to launch attacks, whether

commoditised and are showing up more often

it's JavaScript or PowerShell. We see a couple

for common attacks like making an attempt to

of that focus on the MBR and check out to

run a coin miner on the system. However, they

render machines completely useless in order

constitute three broad groups.

that they won't boot. But they mostly use the

Type one is really fileless, during which the
attack is delivered on the network or from a



registry

and

WMI

and

various

other

mechanisms like PowerShell to leverage a
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number of the tools that are already present

Macros. It piggybacks on legitimate scripts by

on the system to sequence setup activities.

executing

Type three clearly begin with a file whether it
is a document file with a macro in it, or a Java
file, or Flash file, and sometimes even EXE files
that

drop

certain

files,

however

then

persistence is fileless. So as soon as the
payload is dropped, the payload achieves
persistence through both staying simply in
memory or staying in the registry and running
from there.

malicious

activity

while

the

legitimate programs still run. Moreover, it can
remain undetected because it’s memorybased, not file-based. Instead, the fileless
malware is written on to the RAM and does its
deed from the memory. It remains there,
causing problem, until the computer is
rebooted. Antivirus software often works with
other sorts of malware because it detects the
normal “footprints” of a signature. As fileless
malware leaves no footprints therefore

Many of these Type three attacks come from
email, but the file attachments won't show up
as obviously malicious if an antivirus scans the

antivirus products can not detect.
How Fileless Malware Work

files. Generally, .EXE file isn't attached in email

As mentioned, fileless malware is not hooked

rather a document is attached with a macro

in to files being downloaded, installed and

which links to a different file then that file goes

executed. It uses a far sneakier method of

and downloads the payload. VBA code doesn't

infecting a computer and executing, hiding

have a binary that antivirus software can scan,

within legitimate software packages, user tools

but it can load PowerShell scripts that

and applications that already are installed on

download and run attacks.

the

pc.

After

analyzing

such

threats

researchers have revealed numerous ways
attackers use to infect victims. Some are

What Is Fileless Malware
Fileless malware does not leverage traditional

traditional, others not so traditional.

executable files like as file base malware does.

The following are a few of the way been seen

It uses a way called living-off-the-land binaries

within the past exploited by attackers:

— or "LoLBins". Living-off-the-land tactics
mean that attackers use legitimate tools for
malicious purposes. There are more than 100
Windows system tools that can be leveraged
and abused as LOLBins such as PowerShell,
Windows

Management

Instrumentation

(WMI), .NET Framework, Microsoft Office


Phishing

emails

that

include

malicious

downloads and links: With this method, the
bulk of malware found is installed on the disk
drive. However, fileless ransomware, codes
are often remotely executed from memory or
when a script is executed.
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Legitimate

applications:

Compromised

For Example, as can be seen from Figure 3.1

software packages installed like Word and

the steps of how fileless malware are targeting

JavaScript are often hijacked by attackers to

PowerShell as abuse LOLbins.[3]

execute malware.

Step 1: User receives a phishing email with a

Native application: Operating systems come
with a number of preinstalled tools, like
PowerShell

and

Windows

Management

link to a malicious website.
Step 2: User clicks on the link.

be

Step 3: The malicious website loads Flash,

exploited by attackers to run malicious code

which has known vulnerabilities on the user’s

while piggybacking with legitimate code.

computer.

Lateral infection: By abusing PowerShell,

Step 4: Flash opens the Windows PowerShell

certain fileless variants are seen moving

tool, which can execute instructions through

laterally across networks, infecting other

the command line while operating in memory.

computers on an equivalent network.

Step 5: PowerShell downloads and executes a

Instrumentation

Malicious

(WMI),

websites

which

can

masquerading

as

script from a command and control server.

legitimate websites: An attacker will create a

Step 6: The PowerShell scripts locates and

website to appear almost exactly like a

sends the user’s data to the attacker.

legitimate business. When a user visits the
website, in the background the website scans
for vulnerabilities in plugins which might allow
malicious code to be run within the browser’s
memory.

Fileless Malware Mitigation
As nothing is normally written to a computer’s
hard disk during an fileless malware attack,
standard, signature-based antivirus programs
are normally ineffective. So, what is the best
way to mitigate against this attack if, on the
surface they appear to be executing legitimate
computer instructions. The simplest way to
avoid the upload of this type of malware is to
avoid clicking on the links that install the
malicious code. Of course, this is not always
possible, particularly when this malware is

Figure 3.1: How Fileless Malware work. Image

uploaded from legitimate-looking websites.

Source: CSO online

Furthermore, hackers are often adept at
redirecting their targets to illegitimate web
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locations that are virtual copies of legal

technology platforms. For instance, the

websites.

smartphone layer would consist of the

However, there are other, more practical
measures that companies and consumers can

following security measures:
•

go for avoid painful fileless malware attacks.
These include the following:
•
•

Kernel integrity monitoring
Isolated execution of co-processors

•

recommended by manufacturers.

Drive encryption

•

Secure storage

Deploying a process of “least privilege”
Instituting systematic network behavior

Similar defenses should be established across
other layers of an organization’s technology
infrastructure to include:

computer process logging for unfamiliar

•

Firewall management

activity.

•

Email protection

Disabling unnecessary macros in Windows

•

Web gateways

programs such as Excel, PowerPoint, and

•

Micro data segmentation

Word.
•

•
•

analysis including the monitoring of

•

booting

Do patching operating systems as often as

and PowerShell logging.
•

Prevent modified operating systems from

Computer service monitoring to identify
any unusual service creation on regular
basis.

In addition to going multi-layer, enterprises
must also get predictive. Potential fileless
malware

attacks

can be

mitigated

by

monitoring suspicious network behavior. For

As fileless malware attack is difficult to detect

instance, configuring IP numbers to extract

using standard antivirus packages and it is hard

those emanating from unusual or irregular

to remove even if it is located, multi-level

geographical areas can flag those connections

security provides

and potentially block access.

a robust

method of

defending against memory-resident
malware.

This

approach

is

Artificial intelligence (AI) systems are probably

increasingly

the way that subsequent generation of

deployed due to the expansion of corporate

antivirus programs will develop within the

network perimeters as the growing use of

future. AI can recognize “normal” network

mobile, IoT, and cloud technology make

behavior and determine if anomalies occur.

traditional antivirus protection ineffective.

Such solutions must be able to isolate

Multi-layer defense involves applying security

individual endpoints in a network and stop any

measures across all of an enterprise’s
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infection from spreading throughout the

ways in which of reducing the possibility of

system.

fileless malware infection, and campaigns that

Fileless

malware

is

unfold the message of the danger from this

not

type of malware ought to be increased.

hooked in to files being

downloaded, installed and
executed.

It

uses

a
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Choosing, Implementing and
Running a Security Information
and Event Management (SIEM)
Solution

stream of data to help make sense of what’s

Mohammad Farhad Hussain, Senior Technical
Specialist (Infrastructure)
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council

or IT optimization, it is getting harder for

happening within your environment.
While there is little doubt that SIEM solutions
are critical for compliance, security monitoring
buyers to find the right product for their needs,
especially given the number of solutions
available and the different options for

A SIEM (Security Information & Event

implementation (i.e. software, hardware,

Management) is a platform for managing

cloud, outsourced, co-managed, etc.).

security incidents. It allows the collection of
system logs and machine data from across
your IT environment to help identify unusual or
suspicious activity — and then reports an alert
in real time if it finds anything suspicious. You

Choosing the wrong solution can be expensive,
arduous to maintain, and difficult to staff for
constant monitoring, which is why many SIEM
installations end up as a shelf-ware only.

can think of a SIEM as a tool that provides a

SIEM solutions, in reality, are optimized for

comprehensive view of an organization’s IT

different use-cases and one size never fits all.

security.

In fact, the evolution of SIEM and Log
Management has seen a shift from using
solutions for just collecting logs and meeting
compliance regulations to being a core part of
the network security infrastructure.
The good news is that with the number of
potential solutions to choose from, if you do
your homework, you will find a solution that

A SIEM essentially takes inputs from many

meets your requirements. So how do you cut

different sources of information within an IT

through all the vendor claims and hype and

environment, and allows correlation of that

select the right solution for your environment

information to determine whether a security

and needs?

incident has occurred. In its most basic form, it
ingests log files from devices on a network, as
well as threat intelligence data in the
marketplace. A SIEM aggregates this endless



Define Your Requirements
First, you need to know your requirements.
This might seem obvious, but cannot be
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overstated. Particularly in complex areas such

administration, data analysis, and ongoing

as IT security, buyers can make the mistake of

tuning?

eliminating the ideal solution accidentally
because

they

preconceived

had

tunnel-vision

solution

instead

for
of

a

first

articulating the preferred business outcomes.
Look at your requirements in depth and figure

Other consideration - Do you need multi-user
access? What level of access should they have?
Consider Implementation

to

Once you identify your requirements, educate

procurement. Keeping your objective in mind,

yourself on the implementation options and

consider these areas when drawing up

features available.

requirements:

Appliance vs. software-based solution: When

Collection - What data sources do you need to

deciding between an appliance and a software

log? Do you need real-time collection? Do you

solution, consider the following:

need to collect all data or a subset?

Redundancy: To protect your valuable IT

Storage - Do you need to archive everything?

infrastructure, you will need to calculate a 1xN

How long do you need to store data? How long

relationship of live appliances to back-ups. If

do you need to keep data online?

your appliance breaks down and you don't

out

your

needs

before

heading

Compliance - What compliance regulations do
you need to meet? Do they require specific
functionality, such as regular monitoring,
alerting

and

the

ability

for

automatic

remediation? What sorts of reports will you
are required to produce?
Analysis - How will you use your data once
collected -- for legal forensics, detecting
threats in real-time, isolating attacks or
incidents or for compliance audits?

have a spare, you have to ship the appliance
and wait for a replacement. With software, if
your device breaks down, you can simply
install the software on existing capacity in your
infrastructure, and be able to back-up and
running in minutes versus potentially days.
Scalability:

With

an

appliance

solution,

although it is a turnkey solution, your SIEM
solution has a floor and a ceiling. You need at
least one device to get started, and it has a
maximum capacity before you have to add

Reporting - What sort of reports do you need?

another appliance at a high price. With a

Do you want the ability to customize reports?

software solution, you can scale incrementally

Personnel - Do you have the expertise on-staff

-- one IT infrastructure device at a time.

to most effectively use the solution? Or will
you



need

assistance

in

platform
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Single sign-on: Integrate easily with Active

Analysis/reporting: This important aspect of

Directory or LDAP; same username/password

scalability is often ignored. A system might

or smartcard authentication; very attractive.

process 10 million events per minute but if it

Storage: What retention period is best for your
logs? Is it Weeks or Months or Years? With
appliances, it's dictated by the disk size
provided. With software you decide or can use
network based storage.

takes 10 hours to run a query you are probably
not getting a scalable or for that matter a
viable solution.
Types of SIEM Solutions
If

you’re

looking

for

the

right

SIEM

Scalability should be thought of as multi-

implementation for your organization, you

dimensional, encompassing:

have a few options from which you can choose.

Collection: Collection is a multi-step process.
Receiving an event is not the only part of the

Each, of course, comes with its own pros and
cons.

process. Events must be processed and data

In-House SIEM: With an in-house SIEM

committed to storage and these activities

solution, an organization would purchase the

consume system resources. It is advisable to

software and hardware and then manage it

look at how vendors define scalability for all

themselves, on premise.

three activities.

Pros: In-house SIEM gives you ultimate control

Storage: Scalability is evident in not just

over your system. You can customize it to meet

storage size but also how easy it is to move

your organization’s specific security needs and

data between on¬line and off-line storage,

fine tune or update the system whenever

retrieve and process records. And what

you’d like. You wouldn’t leverage a third party
for any of it — you just log in and make your
changes in real time. Additionally, all of your
data stays “in-house”, which is a requirement
for some businesses.
Cons: With a self-managed SIEM, you’re totally
responsible for it. That means integrating it
into your existing systems, monitoring logs,

happens to archiving when the system gets
temporarily overloaded? Do the events get
cached or lost?



customizing

alerts,

and

training

and/or

employing special staff to handle it — not to
mention paying for the large initial investment.
You also have to maintain the infrastructure,
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perform your own system patching, and

training and retaining special personnel

manage the implementation in its entirety.

yourself. Compliance support and managed

Cloud-based SIEM: With cloud-based SIEM,
customers subscribe to SIEM as a service.
Pros: The subscription SIEM platform is
constantly updated. There’s typically little to
no SIEM hardware to maintain, and licensing is
typically purchased as a monthly subscription
based on capacity, versus purchasing up front.
Customers control how they implement the
SIEM system at their organization. They don’t
have to rely on a third party to manage the

security assistance mean you can worry less
about security and focus more on business.
Cons: Again, depending on a third party for
data security can make some customers
uneasy. If you pick the wrong company, you
may open yourself up to more risks or
unwanted hassles. It’s important to thoroughly
research your options and pick the right
managed SIEM provider for you, one that you
can truly partner with.

implementation.
Cons: Customers still must retain the expertise
to leverage the SIEM functionality effectively.
Some people may not be comfortable with
their data residing anywhere other than their
own

data

center.

Additionally,

many

customers may choose to use subscription
SIEM for a certain set of its capabilities;
consequently, they may not realize its full
benefits or potential.
Managed SIEM: Choosing a managed SIEM can
mean one of the few options. For example, an
organization

could

implement

a

SIEM

themselves, and hire an expert managed
security firm to monitor it. They could also hire
that firm to both install and monitor the

After you make your shortlist, be sure to
conduct an evaluation. Without an evaluation
you are dependent on the vendor to give you
correct information. One of several things can
happen during implementation if you don't
know what you're getting:
•

implementation.
Pros: Managed SIEM comes with the benefits
of advanced technology and highly skilled
professionals, without the burden of hiring,



Conduct an Evaluation

The solution is unable to scale to your
requirements

•

The add-ons kill you on budget

•

Excessive false positives are generated
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•
•

The analysis engine is too complicated to

purchase the software and run it yourself,

tune and you fail to detect a real threat

there's more to consider regarding support

Once you gain experience with the product

and maintenance.

and tune it to meet evolving objectives,
you find the architecture inflexible
•

Deployment

is

a

nightmare

and

professional services are not in the budget
•

The features and functionality you really
need are hard to use and the capabilities
you were most impressed with you never
actually need to use

For instance, if you need a new report, will
your vendor work with you to develop this?
What if you need a custom correlation rule or
if you have a new data source that the vendor
does not support? Or, if you have a looming
audit and need your vendor's guidance
through the process? Ask the vendor these
questions. A trusted provider will be willing to
give

you

value-added

services

without

breaking your budget -- this can often mean
the difference between a good and a great
project.
At the end of the day, if you understood your
problems, requirements and drivers and did
Before your evaluation be sure to put together
your cross-functional SIEM project team that
will eventually be a part of the implementation
process. Members may include stakeholders

your due diligence, you should be on your way
to a successful project with a product that is
optimized for your business problem.

from your organizations' legal, operations, HR,

SIEM Pricing

compliance and security departments. They

On-premise SIEM implementations are priced

can help you define the goals, scope and use

by appliance, or by hardware and software.

cases of the deployment.

Prices vary wildly based on how capable your

Once you've gone through the evaluation
process, you should have gotten a feel around
the kind of support you should expect to get.
Will you be struggling to make it work or
helped

through

the

deployment

and

management process? If you choose to use a
SIEM-as-a-Service model, you will hopefully
not have any issues. But if you choose to just



SIEM platform actually is, out of the box.
Typical pricing for a modestly capable solution
starts in the tens of thousands of dollars range,
and scales up from there. SIEM pricing models
are either based on the volume of your
data/events per second or on the number of
devices sending logs. Pricing model based on
number of devices sending logs is better
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because by choosing this model you do not
need to worry about data limits and it allows
you to scale for future needs in a predictable
manner.

Total Cost of Ownership
Your organization could always choose to take
SIEM implementation and management all inhouse. However, there are quite a few things

Cloud-based SIEM pricing is typically based on

you should keep in mind while considering this

the amount of data the SIEM platform

option. The value of your SIEM depends on

processes, and is presented as a monthly

how efficiently you are able to use it, whether

subscription on an annual contract. You might

that means recognizing security threats,

pay a threshold fee/rate for the capacity of log

prioritizing

files being processed by the SIEM per day, or

meaningful reports. This also refers to your

per second. You may also have a pricing

team’s ability to constantly improve threat

variable based on how long you want the log

intelligence, and to keep up with the speed at

data retained for audit purposes (typically

which digital threats are expanding and

driven by compliance requirements).

evolving.

Managed SIEM, in either on-premise, or as a

All-in, implementing and managing a SIEM

service configuration, will include in the price

yourself effectively can cost you anywhere in

the availability of expert security operations

the six-figure range in its first year. This cost

staff members to assist in the setup,

includes not only the actual technology and its

configuration,

optimization

and

events,

or

even

creating

ongoing

management of your SIEM implementation.

In-house SIEM gives you ultimate
control over your system. You can
customize

it

to

meet

your

organization’s specific security needs
and fine tune or update the system

whenever you’d like. You wouldn’t

installation, but the staff you’d need to hire

you just log in and make your

need to house all of the aforementioned

of your data stays “in-house”, which is

your SIEM is only as strong as the professionals

leverage a third party for any of it —

and train to maintain it (and the space you’d

changes in real time. Additionally, all

elements). And of course, as mentioned above,

a requirement for some businesses.

who implement and maintain it. A managed
SIEM implementation can start in the four
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figure range for the first year, and scale

The main skills required for SIEM analysts and

upwards depending on how large your

experts are as follows:

environment is.

Network Defense: The defense is the foremost

Human Resources and skill sets required to
run a SIEM

task of SIEM analysts and experts therefore,
they should be skilled in network defending. It
helps them in monitoring, detecting, and

Assuming the SIEM has been installed and

analyzing the network threats that often

configured properly (i.e., in accordance with

intrude the networks via the internet.

the desired use cases), a few different skill sets

Networks are the easy targets for cyber

are needed.

attackers as it is actively connected to the

SIEM Admin: This person handles the RUN
function and will maintain the product in
operational state and monitor its up-time.

internet and can pick up vulnerabilities
randomly. They monitor network traffic and
respond to suspicious activities immediately.

Other duties include deploying updates from

Ethical Hacking: A SIEM analyst when

the

system

proficient in ethical hacking can identify

performance. This is usually a fraction of a full

potential threats and expose vulnerabilities so

time equivalent (FTE).

that the organization remains protected from

vendor

and

optimizing

SIEM Analyst: This person handles the WATCH
function and uses Event Tracker for security
monitoring. In the case of an incident, reviews
activity

reports

and

investigates

alerts.

Depending on the extent of the infrastructure

malicious attackers. It also includes knowledge
of penetration testing where the analyst tests
network, systems, web applications, etc. to
detect vulnerabilities and report them.
Incident Response: The SIEM analyst has to

being monitored, this can range from a fraction
of an FTE to several FTEs. You need to plan for
coverage on weekends and after hours.
Incident response may require notification of
other admin personnel.
SIEM Expert: This person handles the TUNE
function and refines/customizes the SIEM
rules/content and creates rules to support new
use cases. This function requires the highest
skill level, familiarity with the network and
expertise with the SIEM product.



manage adverse effects of a breach to
minimize the impact and also suggest
modifications in the existing security controls
for future prevention.
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Computer

Forensics:

To

prevent

the

cybercrime successfully, the SIEM analysts
should be aware of computer forensics.
Knowledge of digital forensics will help them in
collecting, analyzing, and reporting the data.
The analyst can also create or gather evidence
of the breach to avoid further breaches.
Reverse Engineering: Reverse engineering
skills allow SIEM analysts to comprehend the
performance of a software program and patch
a bug.
Additionally, SIEM analysts are expected to be
proficient with various skills of the operating
systems, application security and more.
Successful SIEM analysts bring an analytical
mind, have interpersonal skills, and are teamplayers.
Your investment in SIEM will be completely
wasted if you don’t have smart people
operating the tool on an ongoing basis. As a
final word, the best SIEM deployments that
bring the most value to organizations are run
by teams of skilled, passionate, well-trained
and dedicated SIEM analysts and experts.

Contact us: info@cirt.gov.bd
Incident report: cirt@cirt.gov.bd
PGP Key: 87DD 5483
/bgdegovcirt
/bgdegovcirt
/bgdegovcirt
www.cirt.gov.bd
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Cyber Threat Hunting: Malicious
Web Shell (Backdoor) Detection
Mohammad Makchudul Alam, Incident
Handler
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council

•

4.Other, such as: Incorrect configurations
on the web server etc.

Some web shells:
In this demonstration session I’m using the
below basic shells which are used as backdoor
to the web server and also useful to generate

Web Shells

system commands and gather sensitive

Web shells are actually programs used by the

information about the web server, directories,

attackers as backdoors to the web applications

users etc….

in some sort. According to US-CERT:

•

Basic Web Shell (Shell.php)

“A web shell is a script that can be uploaded to

•

c99.php

a web server to enable remote administration

•

r57.php

of the machine. Infected web servers can be
either Internet-facing or internal to the
network, where the web shell is used to pivot
further to internal hosts.”

Various web shells can downloaded from
these links: https://r57.gen.tr/shell.php,
http://www.phpshelldownload.com/,
http://www.r57c99.com/

The US-CERT Alert (TA15-314A) states that
APTs and online criminal groups have

Hunting Tools:

consistently used web shells as an attack

As there are tons of tools are available to

vector to obtain a foothold that can potentially

detect web shells, I’m indicating just few of

gain them unauthorized access to the network

them, which are found handy to me at all:

of interest.

1. NeoPI

The most common web shells are in PHP and

(https://github.com/Neohapsis/NeoPI )

ASP but web shells can be written in any

NeoPIis a Python script that uses a variety

language, as long as the target web server

of statistical methods to detect obfuscated

supports the language it’s written in. Now

and encrypted content within text/script

there are a plethora of ways in order to upload

files.

a web shell onto the web server of interest:

2. LOKI Simple IOC Scanner
(https://github.com/Neo23x0/Loki )

•

1.XSS (Cross Site Scripting)

•

2.SQLi(SQL Injection)

•

3.RFI (Remote File Inclusion) or LFI (Local

LOKI is a free and simple IOC scanner. LOKI

File Inclusion)



features some of the most effective rules
borrowed from the rule sets of another
tool called THOR APT Scanner.
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3. BackdoorMan

•

(https://github.com/cys3c/BackdoorMan )
BackdoorManis a toolkit, written in
Python, that helps you find malicious,

•
•

hidden, and suspicious PHP scripts,
including shells, in a chosen destination.
4. Web Shell Detector

Used OWASP Mutillidae (As Buggy Web
Application Host)
Shell Hunting Tool: Web Shell Hunter,
NeoPI
Server Address is http://127.0.0.1 (Local
host)

Install and Run Mutillidae:
To run the Buggy Web Application placing the

(http://www.shelldetector.com/)

mutillidae

Web Shell Detector are scripts (PHP &

(/opt/lampp/htdocs) the web application

Python) that will help you find and identify

“Mutillidae”

web shells (php, perl, asp, & aspx). Web

interface (OWASP Mutillidae is downloadable

Shell Detector has a "web shells" signature

from:

database that helps to identify "web

https://sourceforge.net/projects/mutillidae/ )

shells" up to 99%.

to
is

the

XAMPP

accessible

through

folder
web

File/ Web Shell Upload to the Web Server:

In this hunting scenario I’ll try to show web
application threat or web shell detection by
using Web Shell Detector and NeoPI tools.

1. Uploading Shell.php
As we know there’s many option to upload files
or malicious shells to the web server through

Lab Arrangements

the web application, In that case as there is no
restriction to upload any files to mutillidae we
can use this option to upload malicious web
shells to the application server, like as
following:

In this demonstration, we can use the
following to prepare the LAB on VM:
•



Used XAMPP Server (As Web Server) in Kali
Linux
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From the below figure we can see that
Shell.php file is uploading to the web
server without getting any restriction (As
this is the buggy web application)

2. Uploading c99.php shell
As previous Shell.php file in that case also
found that c99.php is uploaded successfully
and moved to /tmp location of the web server

Now its appeared that shell.php file is
uploaded to /opt/lamp/temp/phpf77vld
and moved to /tmp location of the web
server
Again

found

that

c99.php

(http://127.0.0.1/mutillidae/index.php?page=
/tmp/c99.php) also providing a backdoor by
which an attacker is able get extract sensitive
information of the server:

Now its appeared that accessing the
shell.php
(http://127.0.0.1/mutillidae/index.php?pa
ge=/tmp/Shell.php) actually providing a
backdoor by which an attacker is able to
run arbitrary commands to the web
server:



3. Uploading r57.php shell
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By

accessing

to

r57.php

through

http://127.0.0.1/mutillidae/index.php?page=/

malicious web shell or any other malicious
files.

tmp/r57.php
Similarly for the malicious r57.php file also
found that this is acting as backdoor to the
attacker and providing usable information and
privileges to the attacker.

Now to execute shelldetect.php or the “PHPShell-Detector”

tool

we

browse

http://127.0.0.1/shelldetect.php which will
start

scanning

automatically

(Default

Username: admin and Password: protect).
Finally this Web Shell Detector tool provide the
scanning result by showing the detected
Trace The ENEMY! Detect Suspicious Web
Shells!!

In the following figure we can see that this tool

1. Hunting

with

Web

Shell

Detector

(http://www.shelldetector.com/ )
This

tool

malicious web shells/ backdoors lists.

is

also

detects our provided all the shells (c99.php,
r57.php, Shell.php) and some other files which

downloadable

from:

https://github.com/emposha/PHP-Shell-

are treated risky due to their lines of suspicious
codes.

Detector
By downloading and extracting all the files of
“PHP-Shell-Detector-master” copy these to the
“/opt/lampp/htdocs/”

which

is

actually

treated as the web server (and also contain the
malicious r57.php, c99.php and Shell.php files)
in this demonstration process.
Mainly shelldetect.php file under the “PHPShell-Detector-master” will scan the web
server directory to search the existence of
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This scanner also indicates the risky or

Also remarkable that, as Cumulative ranked

suspicious line of codes by analyzing the

files showing the most harmful files and we

source code of the malicious shells

also found that c99.php and r57.php both shell

(Reference to the below image).

files are presented as top ranked dangerous
files/ web shells.

2. Hunting with NeoPI
(https://github.com/Neohapsis/NeoPI)
By downloading and extracting all the files of
“NeoPI-master” from the github source this is
needed to run the neopi.py script from the
command shell.
As in the below figure showing that the
command to execute the neopi.py script
“./neopi.py –a –A /opt/lamp/htdocs” where
•

-a : means all kind of files

•

-A: means all kind of .ext files

•

/opt/lampp/htdocs : Server Path needed

Quantum Computing and
Geopolitics
Tawhidur Rahman, Senior Technical Specialist
(Digital Security)
Strengthening of BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council
Quantum computing is one of those topics that

to scan

people find very interesting yet quite
intimidating at the same time. When people
hear — or read — that the core of quantum
computing is quantum physics and quantum
mechanics, they often get intimidated by the
topic and steer away from it. I will not deny
that some aspects of quantum computing are

This is noticeable that this scanner also provide

incredibly puzzling and hard to wrap your mind

the risky web shell list as scan result.

around.
The challenges of quantum mechanics
The fundamental properties of quantum
mechanics have opened new opportunities for
technology, but they can also pose some
fundamental challenges. Elsa Kania, adjunct
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techniques necessary to test or “debug” a
program before running it.
Engineering challenges
Along with these scientific and operational
challenges to quantum, there are also
significant engineering problems. As one might
assume, the complicated nature of quantum
science

means

developing

quantum

technology is very difficult. While research and
senior fellow at the Center for a New American

development are underway, most quantum

Security, argues that a sober view of these

systems

challenges can help temper some of the hype

environment, with many challenges to be

around quantum information technologies:

overcome before these systems can operate at

“While references to ‘the race for quantum

scale.

computing’ do abound, it is important to
recognize that this is not just a race, but rather
more of a marathon.”

exist

only

in

a

laboratory

One major hurdle includes reducing “noise.”
Noise is unwanted variations in data that
interferes with computations and leads to
errors. Noise is a problem for classical

Operational challenges
To begin with, there are some scientific
challenges that are unique to quantum
technology. For example, the very nature of
quantum mechanics makes it impossible to
“clone” or duplicate qubits, which are the
quantum equivalent of a classical computer
bit. This makes many common programming
techniques that rely on copying the value of a
variable impossible to use with quantum
technology. For similar reasons, it’s impossible
to read the same qubit twice. While this can be

computers as well, but the sensitivity of qubits
to external interference and their difficulty
correcting errors that arise make it an
especially difficult problem for quantum
computers. Current attempts to overcome
noise require laboratory settings that control
for external vibrations and electromagnetic
waves,

and

maintain

very

precise

temperatures near absolute zero. Without
solving the problem of noise, quantum
systems can’t reach their full potential.

a great advantage for secure communications

Another challenge is increasing the number of

where you want to generate unforgeable

qubits on a processor chip. Like a traditional

cryptographic keys, it can create tremendous

computer’s bit processor (i.e., 32-bit or 64-bit

difficulties in computing as it complicates the

processor), quantum computers need qubit
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processors with hundreds or even millions of

which means that as these technologies

qubits to complete complex computations

mature, new problems requiring new solutions

accurately.

will likely come up.

Current

quantum

computers

possess roughly 50 qubits. However, according
to Dr. Jonathan Dowling of Louisiana State

Types of quantum computing systems

University, current efforts to develop quantum

Not all quantum information technologies are

computers are seeing the number of quantum

the same. There are a few different

bits on a quantum computer’s processor chips

approaches to creating qubits and using them

double every six months. “That is four times

to store, process, and output information.

faster than Moore’s Law for classical chips, but

Those different approaches have varied

the nature of quantum computers—[through]

strengths and limitations that make them

superposition and entanglement—means that

suitable for different uses and influence their

their processing speed grows exponentially

transition from the lab to the market (figure 2).

with the number of qubits. So, the processing
power of quantum computers obeys double
exponential growth,” Dowling noted. If this
growth pattern continues, qubit processors
could be capable of cracking one of the most
widely used types of encryption, Rivest–
Shamir–Adleman (RSA) encryption, and solving
complex problems and simulations within the
next decade.
But just as with classical computers, the chip is

Analogue

not the only important component. New

associated with adiabatic quantum computers,

quantum

such

quantum annealers, and direct quantum

technologies also require ecosystems of

simulators, these types of quantum systems

supporting

and

are some of the most developed systems to

algorithms, just as traditional computers,

date. Because they are less capable of reducing

encryption,

other

noise, which impairs qubit quality, their

technologies do. Developing these additional

functionality is currently limited to simpler and

items will undoubtedly come with their own

more specific use cases.

scientific and engineering challenges. It is

Noisy intermediate-scale quantum technology

important to note that quantum technologies

(NISQ): NISQ has been described as the next

are still in the early stages of development,

evolution in quantum computing.Although



computers
software,

and

other

hardware,

communications,

and
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NISQ is unlikely to completely replace

advancing

analogue quantum computers, NISQ systems

hardware, software, and algorithms, all of

are more capable of tolerating noise, meaning

which have their own unique scientific,

they may require fewer qubits before being

operational, and engineering challenges. So,

commercially viable. While improvements

while some concern is appropriate, too many

against noise are a design feature of NSIQ

scientific and technological challenges remain

systems, noise will still impose limitations on

to expect radical change due to quantum

these systems.

technology in the near term. Still, government

Fully error-corrected quantum computers: By
using specially designed algorithms and
additional qubits, these computers emulate a
noiseless

system.Because

they

require

additional qubits to correct errors produced by
noise,

these

systems

are

even

more

challenging to develop and may take longer to
make commercially viable than analogue or
NISQ systems. A fully error-corrected system
would be able to solve a variety of complex
problems and simulations.

possibilities

afforded

by

advanced

some of the most important national security
tools and tasks, such as intelligence collection,
solution optimization, encryption, stealth
computer

processing,

and

communications. Indeed, the diversity of
quantum applications across the national
security domain warrants some immediate
concern, both for how we can harness
quantum systems and for how those quantum
systems may undercut our security. But the
pursuit of quantum systems necessitates



of

quantum

leaders should be aware of the emerging
opportunities, challenges, and threats posed
by quantum technology and begin taking steps
to prepare for the coming change.
What can this mean for national security?
With uses ranging from code-breaking to codemaking, and imaging to navigation, quantum
information science has clear military and
intelligence applications. Moreover, with
developed countries such as the United States,
United Kingdom, and commercial companies

quantum information technologies may affect

technology,

ecosystem

China, Russia, Austria, Australia, Canada, the

Quantum’s uses in national security
The

an

around the globe investing in quantum
research, these defense applications could
have significant impact on relative national
security.30 Government leaders, even those in
nontechnical positions, should have a basic
understanding of quantum systems and the
emerging national security challenges so they
can take steps to protect information and
prepare their organizations, teams, and
business practices for the quantum world.
Here are some problem areas in national
security matters where quantum science can
be applied.
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Loss of secrets

tap clandestinely thanks to the fundamental

Information security is one of the most
fundamental elements of national security.
Whether it be military plans, advanced
technology information, diplomatic cables,
personal data, or company data, critical details
related to state and business security are
embedded in data being shared through public
and private networks. If we can’t protect this
data, we can’t expect any reasonable sense of
national security. Cryptography is one way in
which governments and private companies
secure information.
The most immediately evident application of

properties

of

matter.

This

poses

an

opportunity for a veritable “quantum leap”
forward in military communication. Take a
moment to imagine a global leak, an explosion
of data unlike anything the planet has yet seen,
where the innermost secrets of virtually every
government, corporation, and entity on the
planet

become publicly available. Then

combine this with the collapse of all trust on
the internet. What would result is an
undeniable destabilization of cyberspace and
geopolitical stability.
How Real Is the Threat of Hijacked Machines?

quantum computing is in national security.

Following the demands of the market for Omni

Quantum computers have the potential to

channel presence, traditional business making

disrupt current security protocols that protect

is being digitally transformed. Big enterprises,

global financial markets, render many of

medium and even micro businesses are

today’s sophisticated encryption systems

embracing digital technology—such as cloud

inoperable and upend secret government

computing

intelligence. International competition is of

mobility,

grave concern because one of these machines

deliver enhanced quality products and services

could in theory crack the encryption that

at an increasing pace. Machines and machine

protects

identities are the core of this transformation.

sensitive

information

inside

governments and businesses around the
world.

Quantum

communications

and

cryptography would also offer a distinct
tactical advantage to any actor that employs
them on the battlefield.

environments,
microservices

and

IoT

devices,

DevOps—to

Healthcare, water supply, electricity, oil and
refinery,

law

enforcement,

traffic

management, airports and airplanes, all
depend more and more on interconnected
devices that need to authenticate themselves

Using quantum communications for the

to ensure the proper functioning of highly

purposes of transmitting classified data is

critical infrastructure. Small or bigger scale

appealing to military planners across the

incidents on critical infrastructure have

world, as these transmissions are impossible to

significant physical and societal impact.
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Machine authentication relies heavily on

Quantum

encryption algorithms. What could happen if

battleground. Mastering such state-of-the-art

an adversary could develop and use quantum

technology is not a matter of prestige, it is a

computers to reverse engineer machine

vital issue of determining the global status quo.

identities? The scenario of “Mortal Engines”

Quantum

will become a frightening reality. That actor

moonshot—and now (as then), its outcome is

would have the ability to wreak havoc.

about far more than national pride. It’s nothing

Hijacked machines could be turned against

less than a matter of national security.

states, communities and cause deaths, not by
physically killing people, but by, for example,
contaminating the water supply. It could cause
chaos in motorways and in air traffic control.
Geopolitical

Implications

of

Quantum

Computing

computing

computing

is

is

an

emblematic

this

century’s

For militaries, the potential gains of quantumenabled computing networks are clear. If the
QUESS project is a success, China could gain an
upper-hand in its space-based intelligence
operations,

including

surveillance,

reconnaissance, navigation, environmental

While at the microphysical level everything
about quantum computing is very small, at the
geopolitical level it's just the opposite: the
implications are very large indeed. Quantum
computing will bring seismic geopolitical
implications, especially in the critical domains
of information security and cyberwarfare.

monitoring,

communications

and

attack

assessment. If technology functions according
to the laws of quantum theory, cyberattacks
on satellites would become impossible,
meaning that adversaries would not be able to
interfere with military communications, for
example by providing false coordinates or
jamming signals. Strengthening these services

When China launched in 2016 Micius, the

would bolster China’s geopolitical power-

world’s

communications

projection and increase its presence as a

enabled satellite, some remembered of the

leading player in space technology. Quantum-

launch of the Soviet Union’s Sputnik satellite in

enabled military communications could thus

1957, which caught the United States off guard

present China with an opportunity to reduce

and spurred a decades-long contest to regain

U.S. dominance in international affairs.

first

quantum

and maintain global technological and military
supremacy. This parallel was also pinned by
Jian-Wei Pan, the lead researcher on the
Micius project, who hailed the start of “a
worldwide quantum space race.”

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences has
published the report Quantum Computing:
Progress and Prospects where in the findings it
is mentioned that “Although the feasibility of a
large-scale quantum computer is not yet
certain…. Quantum computing research has
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clear implications for national security. Even if

quantum race, or even worse, ignoring it. Is

the probability of creating a working quantum

quantum computing the new “World-Island”?

computer was low, given the interest and
progress in this area, it seems likely this
technology will be developed further by some
nation-states. Thus, all nations must plan for a
future of increased QC capability. The threat to
current asymmetric cryptography is obvious
and is driving efforts toward transitioning to
post-quantum cryptography… But the national
security implications transcend these issues. A
larger, strategic question is about future
economic and technological leadership….”
In 1919, Halford John Mackinder wrote in
Democratic Ideals and Reality: A Study in the
Politics of Reconstruction an influential theory
for a route to world domination, writing:

"Who

rules

East

Europe

commands the Heartland:
Who

rules

the

Heartland

commands the World-Island:

Who rules the World-Island

commands the World".

In the post WWII world, nuclear weapons
determined the world balance and defined
conventional warfare. QIS seems to be
destined to redraw the rules of cyberwarfare.
Whoever masters it, will cement their
supremacy
technological

across

almost

domain.

Given

every

key

the

dire
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consequences of falling behind, no country nor
high-tech company can afford lagging in the
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একিট �য্া�াডর্ পয্ািচং �েসস েযমন হওয়া
উিচত

�াচ ফাইল ��ত করণ
ক. েয �াচিট িনেয় কাজ করেবন েসিট সিঠক

তািমম আহেমদ (CRISC, CISM,C|CISO)
কনসালেট�, িবিজিড ই-গভ সাট র্

েসাস র্ েথেক ডাউনেলাড করা হেয়েছ িকনা তা

�াচ �ােনজেম� হেলা

িনি�ত করেত হেব। ডাউনেলাড এর পূেব র্

িবতরন

করার

স�ও�়ার আপেডট

�ি�য়া। �াচগুিল সাধারণত

ওেয়বসাইট

এর

িটএলএস

/

এসএসএল

িসে�েম �বহৃত স�ও�়ােরর “�িট” / "দুব র্লতা"

র্
সািটিফেকটিট
ভােলা মেতা যাচাই কের িনন।

বা "বাগ" সংেশাধন করেত সহায়তা কের। একিট

অেনক সময় িফিশং এটাক �ফ ওেয়বসাইট

�য্া�াড র্ �ািচং �েসস ৈতির করেত িন�িলিখত

অথবা

িবষয়গুিল িবেবচনা করা উিচত।

�বহারকারীেদর �ািলিশয়াস �াচ ডাউনেলােড

ইেমইল

এে�স

�বহার

কের

উ�ু� কের থােক। এছাড়াও নন-এনি�ে�ড েকান
�াচিট িক কাজ করেব েসিট স�েকর্ িব�ািরত

চয্ােনেলর মা�েম েযমন এইচিটিটিপ অথবা

জানুন

এফিটিপ ওেয়বসাভর্ার হেত �াচ ডাউনেলাড করা

1) �থেম �াচিটর উে�� েজেন িনন, েভ�র

উিচত নয়।

কতৃক
র্ �কািশত �াচ েনাট িব�ািরত পড়নু ।
2) েকান স�ও�়ার বা ফামর্ও�়ােরর �াচিট
�বহােরর সুেযাগ রেয়েছ েসিট সনা� করুন।
3) �াচ �ারা েকান িবষয়গুেলার সমাধান হেব তা
তািলকাভু� করুন।

খ. ফাইলিট ডাউনেলােডর পর checksum
রান কের েভ�র কতৃক
র্ সরবরাহকৃত হয্াশ ভয্ালুর
সােথ ডাউনেলাডকৃত ফাইল এর হয্াশ ভয্ালু িমিলেয়
িনন। যিদ checksum ভয্ালু এক না হয়
তাহেল ফাইেল ইি�ি�িট স�িকর্ত সম�া থাকেত

4) �াচ িড�য় করেত হেল েকান ধরেনর
িডেপে�ি� বা িনভর্রশীলতা আেছ িকনা তা

পাের। েসে�ে� েভ�র এর সােথ সরাসির
েযাগােযাগ করুন।

সনা� করুন।

গ. ডাউনেলাড এবং েসাস র্ েভিরিফেকশেনর পর
�াচ ফাইলগুিল িসে�ম এর
(Central)

�ােন

একিট েক�ীয়

ডাউনেলাড

করুন।

উদাহরণ�রূপ, আপনার সম� উইে�াজ স�ও�়ার
(অপােরিটং িসে�ম, ওেয়ব �াউজার এবং অ�া�
অয্াি�েকশন সহ) ডাউনেলাড করেত মাইে�াসে�র
Image source:
https://www.computerworld.com
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উইে�াজ সাভর্ার আপেডট সািভর্স (WSUS)

িসে�েমর �াকআপ থাকা জরুরী। েরাল�ােকর

�বহার করেত পােরন।

পূেব র্ িন�বিণ র্ত িবষয়গুেলা িবেবচনা করা উিচত:
ক. �কৃত সম�ািট িক হেয়িছল

�াচ আপেডট এর সিঠক সময় িনধ র্ারণ করুণ

খ. েভ�র িবষয়িট স�েকর্ সেচতন থাকেল

�াচ আপেডেটর জ� সময় একিট অতয্� গুরু�পূণ র্

সম�া সমাধােন তােদর পিরক�না িক

িবষয়। �াচ িড�য়েমে�র সময় এমনভােব িনধ র্ারণ
করেত হেব েযন েসসময় সািভর্স ইম�া� সব র্িন�

গ. েরাল�াক ইম�া� খুব েবিশ হেল িক

থােক। উদাহরণ �রূপ িসে�েম েনটওয়াকর্ �য্ািফক

পদে�প নাওয়া উিচত

যখন সবেচেয় কম তখন ইউজার ইম�া� কম
হেব।

েটি�ং এবং েনািটিফেকশন প�িত

ক. �ািচং েরালআউট �থ র্ হেল েরাল�ােকর জ�
সময় থাকেত হেব।

ে�াডাকশন িসে�েম সরাসির �াচ িড�য়েম� এর
পূেব র্ েট� এনভায়রনেমে� �াচিট পরী�া করা

খ. �াচ আপেডট পরবত� িসে�ম িরবুট এর

উিচত। যিদ েট� এনভায়রনেম� না থােক তেব

�েয়াজন হেল েসজ�ও অিতির� সময় িহসাব

একিট িসে�ল িসে�ম ই�য্া� এ পরী�া করা

কের রাখেত হেব।

েযেত পাের। েট� িসে�েম �াচ িড�য়েমে�র

গ. যিদ িসে�ম একইসােথ িভ� িভ� টাইম েজােন

সকল িসে�ম এবং এি�েকশন সিঠক ভােব কাজ

কাজ কের েসে�ে� �াচ িভি�ক �াচ

করেছ তা পরী�া করেত হেব। েট� ফলাফেলর

িড�য়েম� করেত হেব।

উপর িভি� কের ে�াডকাশন এনভায়রনেম� এ
িড�য় করুন ।

�াকআপ এবং েরাল�াক

�ািচং একিট িনয়িমত �ি�য়া এবং েবিশরভাগ

আপিন েয িসে�েম পিরবতর্ন করেছন তার

�বহারকারীেদর

েরাল�াক পিরক�না থাকা গুরু�পূণ র্। �াচ

িব�ািরত না জানেলও চেল। িনয়িমত �াচ এর

�েয়ােগর পূেব র্ �াকআপ েনওয়া

খুব জরুির।

বাইের জরুির �াচ িড�ইেয়র ে�ে� েকবলমা�

কখনও কখনও েট� এনভায়রনেম� এ �াচ

�বহারকারীর েকানও ি�য়াকলাপ বা ইনপুট

পরী�া সফল হেলও পেরও ে�াডাকশন িসে�ম এ

�দােনর �েয়াজন হয় (উদাহরণ�রূপ: িসে�ম

ঁ পাওয়া যায়। েসে�ে�
িড�য় করার পর বাগ খুেজ

িরবুট) তখন তা �বহারকারীর িনকট েনািটফাই

সিঠক �াকআপ-িরে�ােরশন

করা হয়।
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িনেদ র্িশকা থাকেল �বহারকারীরা �ািচং প�িত ও
তাঁর ইম�া� স�ে� জানেত পারেব।
�ািচং স�ণ র্ হেয়েছ তা যাচাই করুন :
আপিন েযই �াচ িনেয় কাজ করেছন তা যথাযত
ভােব িড�য় হেয়েছ িকনা তা যাচাই করেত হেব।
যিদ �ানুয়ািল েচক করা স�ব না হয় েসে�ে�
�য্ািনং টুলস �বহার কের �াচ �বহার কের
িসে�ম স�িকর্ত দুব র্লতাগুিল সমাধান হেয়েছ
িকনা তা জানেত হেব অথবা স�ও�়ারিটর
আপেডট সং�রণ ইন�ল রেয়েছ িকনা তা যাচাই
কের েদখেত হেব। পরবত�েত �াচ কম�ােয়�
িরেপাট র্ �িত�ােনর �ােনজেম� বরাবর উপ�াপন
করা েযেত পাের।

Contact us: info@cirt.gov.bd
Incident report: cirt@cirt.gov.bd
PGP Key: 87DD 5483
/bgdegovcirt
/bgdegovcirt
/bgdegovcirt
www.cirt.gov.bd
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BGD e-GOV CIRT has
successfully participated on
OIC-CERT Cybersecurity Drill –
2020 with 85% Score

•

response capabilities of the participating
teams
•

Region’s

teams with the objectives to:

•

Computer

Incident

This year, Oman National CERT and ITU-ARCC
unified the efforts and extended the value of

Test the communication capabilities of the

Cyber Drill for cross regional benefits and joint

members’ point of contacts.

the OIC-CERT and Arab Regional CERT in one

Check the processes and procedures in

cyber Drill event “The 8th Arab Regional & OIC-

managing contingencies.

CERT Cyber Drill 2020” which held on 22nd

Test the technical competencies of

September 2020.

participating teams.
•

national

Response Teams (CIRTs).

An annual event for the OIC-CERT member

•

Ensure a continued collective effort in
mitigating cyber threats among the

The OIC-CERT Drill

•

Enhance the communication and incident

Simulate cross border cooperation in
mitigating information security incidents.

Participants
This year 25 countries participated in the drill
including,
Morocco,

Egypt,

Indonesia,

Bangladesh,

Nigeria,

Malaysia.
Pakistan,

Tunisia, Sudan, Sri Lanka, UAE, Uzbekistan,
Somalia, Syria, Qatar, Kuwait, KSA, Tanzania,
Benin, India, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
The Arab Regional Cyber Drill
An annual event organized by ITU-ARCC to
expose the participants from the national
Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs)
or incident response teams to various
scenarios based on case studies and real-life
situations, which provides them with an
opportunity to test their skills and knowledge
in responding to such attacks. The objective of

Figure: Team participating on Cyber Drill 2020

Cyber Drill is to:
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Theme of the 8th Arab Regional & OIC-CERT

opportunities and paradigms. In 2008, a

Cyber Drill 2020

pseudonymous

The theme for 8th Arab Regional and OIC-CERT
Cyber Security Drill 2020 was “Remote
working and cyber threats”.

researcher,

Satoshi

Nakamoto published the idea of his unique
thinking. Almost 12 years have passed
since then; with enormous research and
implementation based on this philosophy.

Activities of BGD e-GOV CIRT

Developed countries around the world are

BGD e-GOV CIRT team has participated in the

reaping

the

fruits

through

various

OIC-CERT Drill 2020. The team has successfully

innovative solutions based on the power of

completed all the activities regarding the event

this technology. And Bangladesh is not far

and scored 85% with a very competitive

behind the race to keep pace with. Both

response time.

private and public sectors are trying to
dovetail blockchain and their current

Final Score Board:

solution making system interactions, more
trustworthy and more fault-tolerant.

Blockchain might be a big
factor: Future Bangladesh

Bangladesh Computer Council (BCC) has
exhibited some notable progression in this

Md. Rayhanul Masud
Application Developer(e-Service)
BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council

regard. To digitalize the pension system of
the country’s primary school teachers, the
council has started a pilot project

Towards ICT enabled future globe of the

collaborated with IBM Blockchain[1].

21st century, Blockchain technology can be
a blessing to curb different socio-economic

Bangladesh National Digital Architecture

problems. It is a buzzword everywhere

(BNDA), a Team of BGD e-GOV CIRT

visioning the propitious horizon of new

(Computer Incident Response Team of
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Bangladesh) has also introduced a solution

verifiability of the documents exchanged

powered by Ethereum Blockchain; that

for different purposes.

manages country’s Food Grain Collection
and Distribution system in a more

The Government is very enthusiastic to

transparent, organized and steadfast way.

leverage Blockchain Technology in the

The Ministry of Food has taken initiatives

academic and professional arena. It

to expedite Food Grain Collection and

arranged its first ever Blockchain Olympiad

Distribution through the use of this

this year. 450 participants from 15

solution which is going to start very soon

different institutions participated in the

this year[2].

program. The Olympiad helped to create a
bridge of knowledge sharing among the
Blockchain enthusiasts throughout the
country.
A good number of blockchain savvy
groomed the participants to solve real life
problems using blockchain. The successful
accomplishment of the program selected
top twelve teams to participate in the
International Blockchain Olympiad, IBCOL
2020- jointly organised by City University
of Hong Kong and Hong Kong Blockchain
Society. Two of them bagged two of the six

Moreover, another blockchain powered
solution generates certificates for the
participants of various trainings offered by
BKIICT (A special wing of BCC to develop
skilled

manpower);

whereas

these

certificates are tamper-proof and can be
verified by any entity throughout the
country instantly[3]. It

creates new

prosperity for different organizations of
the country to use this solution to get rid of
document tampering and to ensure


major awards for the country which is a
remarkable success for the nation[4].
The aforementioned steps delineate the
new horizon of Digital Bangladesh Vision
through the proper use of technology. But
the country still needs more technological
infrastructure in the area of law regulation
and enforcement. The news of people
being deprived of their rights to get justice
has become a very common phenomenon
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nowadays. Very often, individuals from law

the received information. This process of

enforcement forces get pressurized by

filing a case can be done with the help of

powerful miscreants. Sometimes they get

technology. People who want to file a

corrupted too reneging the promise to

complaint need to submit it through online

serve

which will be recorded in a blockchain

the

purpose

of

the

country

ledger. The complaint will then be
assigned to the related official by the
system automatically. The assigned police
official will prepare an E-FIR (Electronic
First Information Record) and submit in
the blockchain. The complainant will be
notified about this assignment instantly

unconditionally.
People sometimes have to return with a
heavy heart when some unscrupulous
officials deny to file the complaint. Some
news also frustrate the mentality of the
population as allegations get tampered
during the process of crime investigation
to gerrymander the will of legally convicted
powers[5]. So, the scenario highly signifies
the inevitable importance of resolution to

and can verify the E-FIR issued by the
official. If he/she finds any discrepancies in
E-FIR, he/she will issue a dis-approval
transaction in the blockchain mentioning
the incongruous points. The complainant
will issue an approval transaction for the
opposite.
There is always a chance of deliberate case
filing

these unwanted events. As blockchain
technology

offers

distributed

goal of the system. To

immutable transparent data management

redress

solutions, it can be experimented to find a
complaints.

the

issue,

Porichoy gateway[7]
(Real-time

E-KYC

and

Identity

Management Platform of the country)

In our country, when people need to issue
a complaint against any crime, they inform
the police officials about their allegations.
The officials prepare a document called
First Information Report (FIR) [6] based on



might

impede the genuine

and

way regarding an easy way of filing

which

might need to be integrated with the
system to verify the true identity of the
plaintiff. As all interactions are recorded
with legal identities, legal actions can be
taken if any deceptive behavior is found.
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The system might have the provision to

5. https://www.thedailystar.net/country/ma

record various stages of the whole crime

nipulating-fir-ex-puthia-oc-undoubtedly-

investigation process which will provide

grave-offence-1834327

accountability and transparency of the
probe. The complainant will be notified
about the current progress of the

6. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_infor
mation_report
7. https://porichoy.gov.bd/

investigation without any hassle. However,
it will accelerate the overall workflow of
the system to a great extent.
Our surroundings are inundated with
volumes of problems and technology has
always come there with a vision to
ameliorate the pains and struggles. So, we
have to embrace its power with celerity
and robustness.

Tanimul Bari
Senior Technical Specialist (Software & eService)
BGD e-GOV CIRT
Bangladesh Computer Council
The concept of introducing National e-Service

With the help

Bus and shared platforms/e-services to

of technology,

facilitate citizen service delivery utilizing

Bangladesh will
remove

Implementation of National eService Bus for Digital
Bangladesh

emerging tools/technologies is a crucial part of

all

hindrance and obstacles in the near future,
where blockchain might be a big factor.

Bangladesh

National

Digital

Architecture

(BNDA) and e-Government Interoperability
Framework (e-GIF) project. This project has
been envisioned to deliver a conceptual

Links:
1. http://www.bcc.gov.bd/site/news/cc0c7e
fb-fa68-4682-8392-988476c4f4c0/IBMPilots-Blockchain-Solution-For-PrimaryTeachers-Pensions-in-bd
2. https://businesspostbd.com/post/6972

blueprint that defines the structure and
operation of the Government of Bangladesh
and a common integrated interoperability
platform or service gateway for information
exchange and introduce shared platforms/e-

3. http://bkiict.bcc.gov.bd/page/blockchain

services to disseminate service and electronic

4. https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/sci-

information to citizens (G2C), businesses (G2B)

tech/bangladesh-wins-two-intl-

and govt departments (G2G). It utilizes

blockchain-olympiad-awards-1594051080

emerging tools/technologies (Blockchain, Big
Data, Data Analytics, SOA etc) in a bid to
embrace challenges of 4IR (Fourth Industrial
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Revolution) and pave the way of digital

interoperability and end user’s easy access to

innovation among govt agencies.

it.

Objective

National e-service bus is a critical component
in the interoperability architecture domain and

The objective is to assist GoB through BCC to

key to ensuring seamless exchange of

design, develop, deploy and use National e-

information and services for Government of

Servcie Bus and shared platforms/e-services,

Bangladesh. Considering the scope and span of

as part of the National Digital Architecture

e-service bus, due procedures and guidelines

(NDA) and e-Government Interoperability

have been established around the governance

Framework (e-GIF), to facilitate developing

to ensure robust and standardized controls are

strategies,

being followed by the NDA working team. The

processes,

technologies

and

Government,

plans,

systems

thereby

structures,
across

the

figure below is a conceptual representation of

developing

an

the e-Service Bus and its services connected to

environment that enables the Government

it.

agencies to achieve its key objectives and
outcomes through increased interoperability,
better asset management, reduced risk and
lower procurement costs.
National e-Service Bus
Figure 1: ESB Conceptual Diagram

The Government has introduced National
Enterprise Architecture (NEA) Bus (known as

It's a conduit for channeling and routing

National e-Service Bus) under Bangladesh

information requests to and fro from various

National

(BNDA)

government agencies. e-service bus is based

interoperability,

on service oriented architecture paradigm. It

availability and reusability of government

works as an authentication mechanism for

online services, information and data. National

accessing data repositories such as the

e-Service Bus is a software driven middleware

National Identity (NID), Birth & Death

platform which is being developed keeping a

Registration system, Govt Employee Database

provision to enable online services, sharing of

etc and acts as a translator between different

information

systems.

framework

Digital
to

and

Architecture
ensure

data

of

ministries,

departments and directorates to ensure

The

service

definition

and

deployment lifecycle has been covered and
due procedures including the roles and
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responsibilities defined for the benefit of the

This complex information flow can be

SOA team working on NDA e-service bus.

simplified using the e-Service Bus concept. So
the e-Service Bus will sit in the middle as a

Here we will illustrate process simplification

secure middleware platform (see the picture

using National e-Service Bus. In Bangladesh,

below) having capabilities like load balancing,

citizen authenticity is determined by NID

traffic throttling, routing, transformation and

(National

govt

so on. Govt application systems, Citizen

websites/portals and schemes (shown vertical

services, Govt websites/portals and schemes

in the picture below) that requires NID info for

will be connected with e-Service Bus to

citizen

verification

interact and exchange data/info with other

purpose. Again, there are large application

systems (e.g NID). On the other hand, it shifts

systems and e-services (shown horizontal in

the smart networking and load balancing

the picture below) that also requires NID.

needs to BCC, owning agency of e-service bus,

Again these application systems and e-services

that is technically very much capable in this

need to interact and exchange info/data with

regard. It will also enable agencies (e.g Election

other govt websites/portals and schemes. This

Commission)

creates a very complex and zig-zag information

functionalities.

ID).

There

authentication

are

many

and

to

focus

on

their

core

flow path among the systems/services as
shown in the picture below. Also, it creates
demand to deploy smart network and huge
load

balancing

facility

on

specific

systems/services (e.g NID system) and it’s
owning agencies (e.g. Election Commission)
that doesn’t fall inside the agency’s core
responsibility.

Figure 3: Simplified scenario after e-Servie Bus

This illustration assumes NID for simplicity, but
the same concept can be applied for other
heavily needed govt systems/services, such as,
Birth & Death registration system, Govt
Employee Database, Passport & Immigration
system, National Data Center services etc.
Figure 2: Scenario prior to e-Service Bus
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Services

and

systems

connected

with

National e-Service Bus

more secure, reliable and efficient manner
through using ICTs. BCC has established BNDA
framework to help GoB to meet it's goal and

National e-Service Bus works in Producer-

working to increase it's usage among govt

Consumer approach - some service will

agencies.

produce

some

common/shared systems and platforms can

application/systems will consume service from

easily be developed/procured in compliance

bus. At present, 22-23 services are connected

with BNDA framework and connecting it with

with e-service bus and exchanging data/info.

national e-service bus. In that case, it will

For example, Citizen authentication service

create

based on NID API, Birth & Death Registration

showcase/demonstrate benefit of shared

system API, PayFixation System API, e-Primary

platform/service and related activities. As a

System API etc are connected as service

whole, it will definitely help BCC to achieve it's

producer. Porichoy.gov.bd utilizes e-service

business and mission.

bus

for

service

e-KYC

to

and

bus

other

and

BCC

a

authority

unique

felt

that

the

reference

to

verification/

authentication activities. There are other
services that are connected as service
consumers also.
Shared Services/Platforms:
At present Information Systems across the
Government of Bangladesh are functioning on
disparate

component-run

architectures,

resulting in no smooth data exchange and

Figure 4: Independent & disparate approach VS
shared use of resources & standardized approach

interoperability between the information
systems. This has also caused a fragmented

It has been observed that organizations under

hosting, networking and storage architecture,

the GOB are currently running (see left portion

which is difficult and expensive to operate,

of above pic) with many difficulties, which

creates unnecessary duplication of data and

prevent them from achieving the desired goal.

impedes effective information sharing and

The major difficulties are lack of integration

consolidation. The goal of the GoB is to meet

and interoperability between the information

the growing demands of the public, private

systems, because each information system has

sector organizations and citizens by providing

been

integrated and interoperable e-services in a

architecture and standards. There are also

developed

following

different

difficulties such as limited capacity, shortage of
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resources, poor governance and management,

•

Blockchain Platform -- shared Platform

lack of skilled manpower and proper planning.

•

Data Analytics Platform --

The overarching problem is to ensure
interoperability

between

disparate

data

(analytics.bcc.gov.bd) shared Platform
•

processing applications. It is anticipated that
further

improvements

to

Project Tracking System (pts.bcc.gov.bd) - shared e-service

operational

efficiencies and streamlined IT projects can be

Sample use-cases: how shared platform/e-

achieved. First, cost containment, which is

service access e-service bus

critical when dealing with other people’s
money – the taxpayers! Second security, which

We will describe 2 use-cases/illustrations –

is becoming more and more important,
especially as it relates to citizen privacy and

i) BKIICT maintains an online Training

third operational efficiency. Introduction of

Management System (TMS) to manage

Shared platforms/services will not only save

training related activities. The TMS system

money, but will ensure right investments in

provides facility to generate certificate after

right IT projects possible (see right portion of

successful completion of a course. This

the pic above).

certificate contains various course related
information e.g. certificate ID, certificate

Shared services are typically used by multiple

issuing date, certificate expiration date, course

organizations for similar purpose. On the other

title and so on. Whenever a candidate applies

hand, shared platforms will be typically used

for a job, he/she needs to present the training

by other application system/services. In this

certificate to the employer/authority to prove

case, shared platform exposes APIs via

his/her skillset in the specific field. But the

National e-service bus. Consumer application

employer/authority is unable to check the

systems/services consumes exposed API from

authenticity of the certificate immediately due

e-service bus.

to absence of proper online system. There can

BCC has established several shared platform

be some fraudulent practices in this case, such

and services as part of BNDA & e-GIF. Those

as, the certificate can be fake, or the certificate

are as follows-

is manipulated by changing the original

•

e-Recruitment System

information. Here comes the necessity of

(erecruitment.bcc.gov.bd) -- shared e-

Blockchain technology to eradicate/remove

service

these problems.

•

GeoDASH Platform (geodash.gov.bd) shared Platform and e-service
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ii) During development of eRecruitment
Application as a shared e-service, It was
decided to verify NID via e-service bus to
verify

authenticity

of

applicants

as

Bangladeshi citizen. In this case eRecruitment
System will forward NID and Date of Birth to
e-service bus. e-service bus will forward the
Figure 9: eRecrutiment System and Blockchain
Platform

request to NID system. NID database will
return response to e-service bus that in turn
returns it back to e-recruitment System. The

During certificate generation, identified critical
info will be stored in BCC DLS platform, an

whole message interchange takes pleace
within seconds!

important shared platform, via national eservice bus. So, TMS system will invoke
registered API from e-service bus. e-service
bus will forward the request to DLS platform.
DLS platform will store the data and return
unique pointer/hash for the stored data. The
response goes back to TMS system via eservice bus. DLS platform returns a unique
hash against each certificate. The unique hash

Figure 10: NID API access via e-Service Bus

will be embedded in the certificate via QR
code. Employer organization will be able to
identify whether any info in the certificate is
manipulated or the certificate is a fake by
scanning QR code (using companion app). In
order to make the system working, BKIICT
Training Management Systems embeds a
unique identifier (via QR code) in each valid
certificate when it is issued. The unique
identifier is in fact the DLS repository hash of

Results achieved:
We will term the implementing National eService Bus as a successful one based on
implementation

achievements

Remarkable

achievements

far.
and

accomplishments are as follows
•

The initiative was completed within
budget and schedule. and it's working

the certificate. It helps to identify manipulation
attempts with certificate in a foolproof way!

so

smoothly & flawlessly 24/7 hours
•

As of now, 20+ e-services, citizen services
and application systems are using National
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e-Service Bus to provide/consume data
and information. 4-5 Govt application
systems and e-services are in pipeline to
connect to national e-Service Bus.
•

In EGDI (e-Governance Development
Index) ranking, Bangladesh has improved
33 steps in last 4 years (115 at 2018 from
148 at 2014).

•

To promote and boost usage of National eService Bus, it has been focused in BNDA
guideline (1st version) by ICT Division. The

•

•

BGD e-GOV CIRT Services
In the cyber security world, this has been
denoted that security controls are three
kinds; a) Detective, b) Corrective and c)
Preventive.
BGD e-GOV CIRT introduces its services in
two patterns in alignment with above
security controls.
CIRT Services are,
1.

guideline will enable ministries/agencies

1.1.

Security assessments

to on board regarding National e-Service

1.2.

Configuration and maintenance

Bus and shared platform/services.

services

BCC has won PRESIDENT AWARD 2018

applications and infrastructures

of

security

from The Open Group in 'Government

1.3.

Intrusion detection

Enterprise

1.4.

Security consulting

establishing BNEA.

1.5.

Awareness building

BNDA & e-GIF has won WINNER award

1.6.

Cyber Sensor

Architecture'

from

category

ITU

for

(International

Telecommunication Union) in WSIS Prizes
2019 competition.
However,

there

improvement.

is

That's

always
why

scope

2.

for

BCC believes

ongoing

journey

and

continual

improvement unless it's adopted by most Govt

Cyber security incident handling

2.1.1.

Vulnerability Assessment

2.1.2.

Penetration Test

2.1.3.

Incident Analysis

2.1.4.

Security Threat Notification

2.1.5.

Incident Coordination

2.2.

organizations.

tools,

Reactive Services

2.1.

implementation of national e-Service Bus as
an

Proactive Services

Digital Forensic Lab

2.2.1.

Evidence Detection

2.2.2.

Evidence Acquisition

2.2.3.

Evidence
Analysis/Examination

2.2.4.
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